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L' A'"
Doak, Ivy Grace, M.A., May 1983 Anthropology
The 1908 Okanagan Word Lists of James Teit (128)
Director: Dr. Anthony Mattina
This study presents James Teit's "Vocabulary in Okanagan and 
Related Dialects" in a convenient format which allows comparison of 
the 1908 material to modern forms. Teit ' s materials are held in the 
Boas Collection of the American Philosophical Society Library and 
contain data from the Lake, Okanagan, Sanpoil and Colville dialects 
of the Interior Salish Okanagan language.
Background information on James Teit, his informants, and the 
Okanagan tribes are presented with a description of the layout and 
condition of Teit’s manuscripts. A  discussion of Teit's 
orthography precedes the vocabulary lists. These lists have been 
reproduced as carefully and accurately as possible, changes being 
made only to accommodate printing with modern equipment. Modern 
Colville forms accompany Teit's data. Notes on specific entries 
follow the lists. A map of the dialect areas and an English index 
to Teit's vocabularies are provided for reference.
Teit's recordings demonstrate several sound changes in progress 
in 1908. These include an a-i shift, and alternations between 1 
and r and between 1 and n . Evidence is also provided for the 
presence of a pharyngeal in a 1908 form which is realized as a 
darkened vowel in recordings of modern Shuswap cognates.
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o. Introduction
In discussing "Philological Approaches to the Study of North 
American Indian Languages: Documents and Documentation" (1973), Ives 
Goddard describes two branches of philology. The first is concerned 
with information about cultures provided indirectly from linguistic 
documents. The second "subjects records to examination and 
interpretation in order to gain information about the languages in 
which these records are cast" (1973:727). This study lies within this 
second branch, of philology.
When I first discovered Teit's "Vocabulary in Okanagan* and 
Related Dialects," in the Boas Collection of the American Philosophical 
Society, several questions came to mind. Which dialects did Teit 
record, and what distinctions between the dialects were apparent in his 
records? Are those dialect distinctions still audible? And further; 
have there been any major (or minor) changes in the Okanagan vocabulary 
or sound system during the past seventy-five years? Goddard suggests 
additional questions that arise initially and should be answered in a 
philological study of early documents: "What kind of linguistic 
information is in them? How can it be gotten out of them? and What use 
can be made of it?" (1973:729),
My first aim in working with Teit's material has been to 
describe his records as fully and accurately as possible, I have 
included for comparison modern transcriptions of the forms Teit 
recorded. Though I have had to modify some of Teit's symbols to make 
printing with modern equipment practicable, none of the changes I have 
made alter the information the original lists provide, A discussion of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Teit's orthography precedes the lists, and each change is described in 
the appropriate place in the text.
The task of describing any dialect differences Teit recorded 
has been my second aim. Teit's orthography is not based on "one sound: 
one symbol," but seems to develop into a display of allophonic minutiae 
in his later records. This, the irregular use of specific graphemes, 
and Teit's inevitable elicitation of alternate forms rather than 
dialectally significant terms has made cross dialect comparisons of the 
1908 material difficult.
My third aim has been to present any differences that show up 
in a comparison of Teit's collection with forms collected recently.
This has allowed me an interesting view on language change, and has 
pointed to a few minor developments in the Okanagan dialects during the 
past 75 years. Goddard's suggestion that "even rather poor recordings 
can sometimes provide information" (1973:734) is easily supported by 
the perspective Teit's work has allowed.
The format of this paper is based on these three goals. 
Background information on James Teit, his informants, and the Okanagan 
tribes is presented with a description of the layout and condition of 
Teit's manuscripts. After a description of Teit's orthography, his 
vocabularies are listed along with modern transcriptions. Notes on 
specific entries in Teit's records follow the lists. Finally, there is 
a discussion of specific forms in comparison to modern recordings and 
cognates.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
1. James Teit was born James Alexander Tait on 15 April 1064, a
native of the Shetland Islands of Scotland ( Bunyan 1981:21). At the 
request of his mother's brother, Teit renounced his birthright as 
eldest son of a successful grocer and left Scotland. He sailed to join 
his uncle John Murray in British Columbia as apprentice and heir at the 
age of nineteen <Howes and Lean 1979:1).
Intrigued by his supposed Norse roots, James changed the 
spelling of his surname from 'Tait' to the presumably more Nordic 
'Teit' upon his arrival in Canada (Bunyan 1981:21).
After some work with other Shetlanders in Nanaimo, B.C. and 
elsewhere, Teit settled in with his uncle, who was a store owner and 
fruit farmer at Spences Bridge. Murray was known to be "interested 
mainly in , . . trading with the Indians" (Howes and Lean 1979:4).
Spences Bridge was located near a Thompson Indian village, allowing 
Teit to pursue his own interest in the native culture. In time, he 
became "thoroughly conversant" in the language and customs of the 
Thompson Indians (Boas 1924:102).
Shortly after his first marriage to a Thompson Indian woman, 
Tert met Franz Boas. Boas was directed to Teit through a mutual 
acquaintance during his travels through British Columbia. Boas wrote 
to his wife in 1894, exclaiming that, "the young man, James Teit, is a 
treasure! He knows a great deal about the tribes. I engaged him right 
away" (WLckwire 1979:5). Boas asserts that their joint labors extended 
from their first meeting* until the time of Teit's death in 1922 
( 1924;102 ).
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With Boas' encouragement, Teit began to compile his knowledge 
of the activities, customs, language and beliefs of the Thompson 
Indians. Boas notes that "the great value of Teit's contributions to 
ethnology is due to his painstaking accuracy,» his intimate 
acquaintance with the Indians, and his ability to converse with them in 
their own tongue" (Boas 1924:102). Teit is reputed to have spoken 
"fluently the Thompson language, and conversed easily with the Shuswap 
and also with the Lillooet" (Boas 1924:102). Boas credits Teit for 
"practically our whole knowledge of the material culture, social 
organization, customs, beliefs and tales of the Salish tribes of the 
Interior of British Columbia," and adds that, "his collections are 
almost the only ones that give us a picture of the life of the Indians" 
of the Plateau region (1924:102).
Teit's ethnographies and articles are written in a style 
inviting to the lay reader, described as "succinct and sure" (Bunyan 
1981:21) "characterized by abundant detail and thoroughness," and as 
"largely factual and little concerned with hypothesis or theory" (Banks 
1978:142). At the time of his death, his published works included 
three ethnographies compiled for the Jesup North Pacific Expediton: The 
Tliompson Indians of British Columbia. The Shuswap, and The Lillooet; 
and six articles addressing traditions or recalling tales of the 
Interior Salishan and Plains Cree tribes (Boas 1924:103). Many of his 
notes have been incorporated into later works compiled by Boas such as 
"The Okanagan," "Coiled Basketry in British Columbia and Surrounding 
Region," and "Sound Shifts in Okanagan and Related Dialects."
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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In 1902 and the following years, Teit worked as a guide for a 
number of gentlemen hunters, among them Mr. Homer E. Sargent of 
Pasadena, CA, whose interest in the Indians was stimulated through his 
experience with Teit. Mr. Sargent encouraged Teit to carry through a 
very extended study of the distribution of the dialects of the Salish 
language by providing the funds necessary to conduct this research 
(Boas 1924:102). In 1904, 1908 and 1909, Teit travelled over British 
Columbia, Washington and Montana to study the distribution of the 
Interior dialects, and the general movements of the the tribes (Banks 
1978:233). The materials he collected in 1908 on the Okanagan dialects 
are the subject matter of this thesis.
2. The vocabulary lists currently held by the American
Philosophical Society Library Boas Collection and titled "Vocabulary in
Okanagan and Related Dialects" actually include data from three
Interior Salishan languages: Okanagan, Kalispel and Columbia. Only the
four Okanagan dialects included in Teit's list will be discussed. The
collection is described as follows :
Besides Okanagan proper, [the list) includes forms 
from Nkaus,* Sans Poil, Colville and Lake dialects, 
with some parallel forms in Kalispel and Columbia 
(Teit 1908).
The lists are handwritten and in three separate sections. The 
Okanagan data appear in the first section of seven pages. The Lake and 
Kalispel data are included in the second section; the Columbia, Sanpoil 
and Colville data comprise the third section. Sections two and three 
are each sixteen pages.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
2.1 Okanagan
The first two pages of this seven page section are standard 
size (8,5 X 11) and are double-columned with lists of corresponding 
English and Okanagan forms. There are additional forms in the margins. 
Nearly every English entry has a backslash running through it, perhaps 
to mark that it had been transferred elsewhere (see Lake section 
below). The remaining pages are legal size (8.5 x 14), Page three 
contains Lake, Sanpoil and Columbia terms for tools, plants, canoes and 
canoe parts. Page four is double-columned, titled *Okan'. and lists a 
variety of terms, English entries are ticked, with a diagonal 
preceding the word rather than running through it. Some notes and 
additional forms are circled in the margins. Pages five through seven 
are single-columned, with some English forms ticked, and some circled 
margin notes.
The final page concludes with a list titled 'Fraser names', 
including place names presumably from the Fraser River valley. (See 
7,1).
2.2 Lake and Kalispel
The three columns on these sixteen pages (8-24) are titled only 
on the first leaf, 'English' and 'Lake' head the first two columns. 
'Kalispel' is written above a crossed-out 'Pend d'Oreille' at the top 
of column three. A note at the top of this first page states that 
these lists have been "copied to send to telegraph." The following 
pages appear in three columns like the first, but without titles. 
Englisli forms are much clearer than thejSalish, and are not ticked.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
except for a few entries on the final page of this section. Every 
fourth page is numbered (1, 5, etc.).
2.3 Columbia, San Poil and Colville
The three Salishan columns on these pages (25—39) are also only 
titled on the first leaf. The first column, containing the English 
gloss, is not titled. '.nkaausy^*, 'San Poil £ Nespelem’, and 
'Colville * head the Salish columns. Some of the entries have been 
grouped and numbered (1, 2 or 3) in the margins, and some have been 
ticked. There are many margin notes, some of which are circled, on 
the twenty-ninth page, the Colville entries begin to appear as ditto 
marks; these marks become more and more common as the list continues.
The final page of this section includes some obscure notes in 
the left margin:
namne 
pslli, lost 
stenn, holl 
sammen pa 
Thompson Riv.
These do not appear to be either English (except for the last) or 
Salish.
2.4 In the Lake and San Poil lists, the English entries are written 
in a neater hand and perhaps with a finer pen than the Salish entries. 
This may indicate that Teit prepared the English lists before recording 
the Salish forms. If the lists were compiled from field notes, the 
consistency in the handwriting throughout the lists would be explained.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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All the lists are in the same handwriting, presumably Teit's own.
The second (Lake) and third (Sanpoil) parts of the lists 
comprise sections covering similar topics, such as kin terms, animal 
names, hunting and household tools, etc. The Okanagan list is briefer 
and not as well organized, which may indicate that it was recorded at 
an earlier date.s
Drawing inferences on the manner of collection and recording 
of the lists might have been easier and more accurate had I been able 
to view the original lists. The microfilmed and phototcopied prints 
that are available for study do offer much information, though it is
impossible to tell even from the best reproduction whether the lists
were all written at the same time, if they were written in the same ink
and with the same pen, or if the interviews were conducted with more
than one informant present.
3. The Informants
Teit was reluctant to provide much personal information about
his native American informants in the majority of his publications. In
several papers he does give direct reference to specific persons, as in
the following examples;
The following genealogy was collected . . . from Chief 
Alexander Chelahitsa and several other Indian 
informants (1930:263).
I obtained the following information from Michel 
Revais (1929:105).
. . . his Shuswap informant, Sixi?lexlen, told him 
(1909:621 ).
I collected the following information . . . from the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
late Mr. McCrossan (1929:104).
I obtained a little information from Peter Kalama 
(1929:89)
Some of these informants Teit describes in more detail:
I met the late Mr. McCrossan first on the Colville 
Reservation in 1908, when he was farmer and subagent 
at Nespelim under Captain Webster. I am obliged to 
him for helping me locate the best Indian informants 
among the Sanpoil and Columbia and for other 
courtesies (1929:104, note 36).
Unfortunately, Teit does not divulge the neûmes of 'the best' 
informants. One of them was perhaps Michel Revais, whom Teit describes 
as :
. . . an official interpreter at Jocko . . . Michel 
was . . . half Kalispel, one—quarter French, 
one-eighth Pend d'Oreille (with a dash of Tuna'xe), 
and one—eighth Flathead. He spoke French, English,
Chinook jargon, sign language, Flathead, Okanagon and 
Columbia . . . (1929:105, note 39).
On occasion, Teit gives indirect reference to specific informants, but
for the most part his references are vague.
Only one of the lists included in the "Vocabulary in Okanagan
and Related Dialects" acknowledges a specific informant. At the top of
page twenty— five, the first non-English column is headed:
.nkaausyg dialect
from kwGGtsa (Black skin)
The dialect name refers to the Columbia dialect adjacent to the
Sanpoil. Teit points out in "The Middle Columbia Salish" (1929) that:
The Columbia . . . are called by the following names 
by the neighboring Indian tribes:
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Okanagan .s .nkeiéus,
.s .nqal.âus 
Sanpoil .s .nkaâusEmEX
Colville,
"Lake , s . nqeéus
The name, Black skin, is all the information Teit provides on the 
Columbia informant.*
Teit provided an area labeled 'name' at the top of his Sanpoil 
and Nespelem list, but did not provide the name of his informant. None 
of the other lists in this collection give any indication of the 
identity of the informant. This lack of specific data on the informant 
may indicate that these lists are compilations of data collected from 
more than one speaker,
4,0 The Okanagan Tribes
Collectively, the Okanagan tribes call themselves (variations 
of the term) NselixtCEn [nsilxcin],? meaning "Salish-speaking". Teit 
suggests that the Colville used this term for "all the Salishan 
languages of the interior, including Coeur d'Alene, Shuswap and 
nTompson" (1930:203). The Sanpoil were more restrictive with the term 
according to Ray, who notes that the word was applied only to speakers 
of the following dialects: Sanpoil; Nespelem; sineqaiétk" [senq?itk"] 
(Lower Okanagan); Lakes; sinakalt [sanqilt] (Lower Spokan); Colville 
( 1932:10 ).
When speaking of the Okanagan tribes, Teit refers to the 
Okanagan, Sanpoil, Colville and Lake tribes only (1930:198). He gives 
the following as the tribes’ names for themselves:
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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1. Okanâqên, Okanâqênix, or Okinâqén. [uknaqin]
2. snpoil, or snpoîlix, SnpoallExxx. [sanpfwlix*]
3. SxoiéLpix, or SxuiéyLpix, SxweiLpEX. [sy*?ilpx]
4. SnaitcEkst, SnraltCEkstEX, Snâi.tcEkstEX, [san?ickstx]
Descriptions of each of these four Okanagan tribes follow, 
including Teit's explanation of the name of the group and various 
authors' descriptions of the territory each group occupied.
4.1 Okanagan
Teit understood the name Okanâqên to be derived from the place 
name of an area along the Okanagan River near Okanagan Falls, or near 
the mouth of the Similkameen River. The etymology remains obscure,
Iwith -qin 'head' the only identifyable morpheme. Teit proposes that 
the name refers to some physical feature of the landscape.
The various descriptions of the Okanagan territory are fairly 
consistent. Curtis (1911:65) describes the Okanagan as occupying the 
area "on both sides of the Okanagan [river] from its confluence with 
the Columbia to its source north of the Canadian boundary." He also 
points out that "the Okanagan were only one of several bands residing 
along this stream, but because of its numerical strength, its name was 
used to designate the entire group."
Teit situates the Okanagan in a broader area. In "Indian 
Tribes of the Interior,” he puts them "along the Okanagan Lake and 
River, from the head southwards, in parts of the Kettle and Similkameen 
valleys and in a portion of the upper Nicola valley near Douglas Lake." 
(1914:284).
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Spier had the Okanagan territory comprising the "drainage
system of the Okanagon River and the Upper Methow River . . , from
Okanagon Lake and hhe Similkameen valley in British Columbia southward
to the mouth of the Methow" (1938:3). He separates the Okanagan into
two groups, the Northern and the Southern Okanagan. Acording to Spier,
members of the southern group refer to themselves as the Sinkaiétk and
are composed of four bands: Tukaratum, Kartar, Konkonelp, and Tonasket
(1936:10). Raufer's study of the Okanagan included a description of
these bands’ locations.
The principal tribe of the Okanagans were the 
Konkonelpa who had their winter village in what is 
today Conconully. Smaller bands lived in the side 
valleys under subchiefs, for instance the Katar people 
and the Omak Lake people. The Tukoratum lived at the 
mouth of the Okanagan River. From 1858 on, we hear of 
Chief Tonasket*s band of Okanagans whose ancestral 
homes were located from Oliver, B.C. down to Tonasket 
(1966 :18 ).
According to Teit, the original center from which the Okanagan 
people spread was the country between the Okanagan Falls and the mouth 
of the Similkameen. He learned from a Canadian Okanagan chief that the 
old dividing line between the Okanagan and the Sanpoil was at about 
Okanagan Falls. "From there north the real Okanagan dialect was 
spoken" (1930:199).
4.2 San Poil and Nespelem
"’Snpoilix’ is said to be the old name of a place on Sans Foil 
River, or in its neighborhood, the original home of the Sanpoil tribe"
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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(Teit 1930:199). Ray correctly notes that "the term Sanpoil is a 
corruption of the native name . . . of the people who lived at the 
confluence of the Sanpoil and Columbia rivers" (1932:9) and that the 
term does not imply any characteristic lack of hair eunong these people, 
He also states that 'Nespelem' was derived from a native name,
snspilem [meaning "land barren of trees"], referring to the people at
the mouth of the Nespelem River.
Curtis describes the ranges of the Sanpoil and Nespelem as two
distinct areas:
The Sanpoel occupied the valley of the stream that 
bears their name, and the shores of the Columbia 
between the Spokane and the Sanpoel, [and] its 
tributaries . . . The Nespelem occupied the valley of 
the river of that name, which flows into the Columbia
about thirty miles west of the Sanpoel, and the
adjacent portion of lands bordering on the Columbia 
(1911:64).
Raufer concurs that the Sanpoil and Nespelem were distinct
groups occupying separate areas along the Columbia:
The tribes who are distinct but are often grouped 
together, the Nespelems and the Sanpoels, lived about 
thirty miles apart, separated by the Sanpoil 
Mountains. Their territory extended from the mouth of 
the Spokane River down to Grand Coulee on the south 
side of the Columbia and from the opposite side of the 
mouth of the Spokane River down to the mouth of the 
Okanagan on the north side of the Columbia, including 
also the valleys of the Sanpoil and Nespelem Creeks 
(1966:18).
She suggests that the explorer David Thompson considered the Sanpoil 
and Nespelem as different tribes, but does not acknowledge her source.
Though Curtis and Raufer consider these groups as separate
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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entities, others have united them. "According to tradition, the
Nespelem were a part of the Sanpoil. It seems likely that they
originated as an extension of the Sanpoil westward" (Teit 1930:214).
Ray tries to clarify the use of the labels by explaining that
originally the names Sanpoil and Nespelem were applied to only two
different settlements. Later, they came to have general reference to
the peoples along the Columbia near either Sanpoil or Nespelem creek,
■The terms, however, were not used consistently or in 
mutually exclusive senses. Sometimes Sanpoil was 
meant to include Nespelem; at other times it was not.
The natives themselves had never adopted these 
designations. A man’s nativity is still indicated by 
the old village group name plus a personifying prefix 
or suffix (1932:9).
In describing the peoples who were called Sanpoil and Nespelem,
Ray states that :
Although politically autonomous, all the villages from 
the Nespelem river to Hunters were culturally and 
dialectically identical. Moreover, they formed a 
definite social unit. They felt far closer between 
one another than between themselves and the people 
below (sinqaiétk") [Lower Okanagan] or the ones above 
(Colville) (1932:9).
Mattina points out:
Members of the Methow, San Poil, and Colville-Nespelem 
bands all speak the same dialect, Colville. However, 
for the members of each band these terms are 
synonymous with the dialect they speak (1975:2, note 
3).
So, while these two groups are considered politically separate, they 
are linguistically of a unit. From this standpoint, Ray uses the one 
term, Sanpoil, to designate both the Sanpoil and Nespelem.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Ray describes the Sanpoil territory with reference to a change
in the direction of the course of the Columbia River near Hunters :
This has come to be known as the Big Bend of the 
Columbia, and the adjacent territory to the south of 
the river is called locally the Big Bend country.
This general area, together with that included within 
the bend, was originally occupied by the sanpoil 
{1932:13).
The whole of the area used by the Sanpoil was bounded on the 
north at Republic, on the east by the Columbia from Peach to Hunters 
and northeast to the Kettle River range. On the west their territory 
was bounded by a line extending from Republic to Kartaro to Coulee 
City, and on the south by approximately the 47»40' latitude (Ray 
1932:13).
4.3 Colville
"'SxoieLp ' is said to be the name of a place near or a little 
below Kettle Falls, which was considered to be the original home of the 
Colville tribe. According to some, the name means 'hollowed out', with 
reference to some rocks there” (Teit 1930:199). The terra seems to have 
the lexical suffix -iip 'tree' which would conflict with this 
interpretation.
Curtis locates the Colville in both the Colville and Columbia 
river valleys. Along the Columbia, he describes the Colville territory 
as extending from Kettle Falls as far south as the mouth of the Spokane 
(1911:63). Spier notes that "other writers assign additional territory 
on the Kettle River and particularly on the Columbia River quite to the 
iiuuith of the Spokane” ( 1936:8; see also, Raufer). Others have the
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Colville occupying a smaller area, only to approximately thirty miles 
below the Kettle Falls (Teit 1930:208), or as far south as Hunters (Ray 
1932:9).
4.4 Lake
According to Raufer, the name the Lake Indians called 
themselves was derived from 'aitcEkst', the name of a fish commonly 
caught in their region (1966:19).
Raufer and Spier locate the Lake principally in the Columbia 
River valley and along the shores of the Arrow Lakes, extending as far 
south as the town of Marcus. Curtis described the Lake territory 
including the Kettle River valley as well as the Columbia (1911:64). 
Teit locates the Lake tribe in a larger area, including the Kettle 
River valley, Slocan River and Lake, and the west arm of Kootenay Lake 
and Kootenay River below the lake (1914:284).
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5.0 Teit's Orthography
Franz Boas volunteers that during the early years of his 
fieldwork, he "had not mastered sufficiently the art of clear phonetic 
perception and rendering", and that "similar difficulties, perhaps even 
more serious, are encountered in the materials collected by Mr. Teit" 
(Boas and Haeberlin 1927:117). Boas edited much of Teit's work, such 
as the Jesup North Pacific Expedition report on "The Middle Columbia 
Salish" (1929) and the Bureau of American Ethnology publication "The 
Okanagan" (1927). He also used material Teit collected in "Sound 
Shifts in Salishan Dialects." Describing Teit's material. Boas points 
out that:
Mr. Teit's perception of sounds is not very definite.
He does not distinguish clearly between velars and 
middle palatals and does not always hear labialization 
He uses frequently a point [period] before and after 
consonants. This symbol represents in some cases weak 
voicing preceding a consonant, in others a pause, in 
still others a glottal stop (1929;foreword ).
n-iese comments give a clue to the difficulties encountered in trying to 
decipher Teit's orthography, which may seem quite arbitrary.
Almost all of the graphemes Teit recorded are accompanied by 
one or more of a large set of diacritics he used rather freely. 
Sometimes these diacritics help distinguish between velar and 
post-velar, glottalized and plain, rounded and unrounded. I have found 
that the multitude of diacritics Teit used form a somewhat regular 
though poorly defined system.* The diacritics will be discussed with 
the graphemes they accompany.
19
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5.1 Teit's basic set of consonant graphemes includes the following,
roughly diagrammed according to the pattern of modern Salish phonemes:
± X
1 
L
m n r y w
- R
Modern Colville has been described with a consonantal system 
distinguishing nine points and five manners of articulation. There are 
full series of plain and glottalized stops and resonants. The 
affricates pattern as stops, though the glottalized lateral affricate, 
/&/, does not have a plain partner (Mattina 1973:7,8). Northern 
Okanagan has a voiced velar fricative, / y / . Mattina (p.c.) and others 
have observed that Southern Okanagan and Colville distinguish rounded 
and unrounded pharyngeals, while Northern Okanagan lacks the rounded 
series. Two of Teit's Lake entries (297, 324)» seem to indicate 
roundedness, implying that the Lake dialect also has rounded 
pharyngeals.
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The following chart shows the Modern Colville consonantal system:
P t c k ]c* q q« 7
P t c k k« q q«
s X x^ X 1C* h
, ,m n r 1 ÿ W Ç ÇW
m n r 1 y w ? 9*
The following discussion of Teit's orthography will be guided by
the modern phonemic system. bringing Teit ’s many graphemes into focus.
5.1 1 Stops and Affricates
5.1 11 /p/, /p/ Teit does not consistently distinguish between
/p/ and /p/. "p is used to mark unglottalized /p/ in one instance 
where it follows the article a? as the root initial consonants 
453. â. ’pâ. La grey a? pa?
.p represents /p/ in the suffix -ilp "bush, plant" in three examples 
(391,392,396), but in other forms containing the same suffix Teit 
doesn't use the point {.): compare 386,387,397. In a few cases, /p/ is 
recorded as p accompanied by specific diacritics distinguishing it from 
its plain counterpart:
bark basket202. pxna 
233. .slipu 
.sliPu 
296. s ‘EE 'kam 
550. èîp.min
SPl
La
SPl
SPl
Ok
firewood
lynx
ribbon
pina?
slip
pkam
iepmxn
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In other entries, /p/ is represented by p alone or followed by a vowel 
(a or E), even where /a/ or another vowel is not expected. This extra 
vowel may be Teit’s means of recording the release of the glottalized 
stop. Elsewhere, both /p/ and /p/ are recorded simply as p.
Teit's expectations may be reflected in his transcriptions: the
Okanagan dialects have no labio-dental fricatives or voiced stops,
though Teit records both f and b for /p/i" in two borrowings:
513. la bRid SPl
labRid Cv
la.b R i d  La bridle laprit
531. la tab La table latap
In discussing Thompson, a Northern Interior Salish language, L.
C. and M. T, Thompson refer to the tendency among native English
speôücers to perceive Thompson stops as voiced.
The non—glottalized obstruents— both stops and 
spirants— are nevertheless affected by the general 
lenis set of the [Thompson] language, such that the 
English ear tends to hear them as voiced in many 
voiced environments (1982:35).
A similar explanation may account for Teit’s recordings, particularly 
where the form resembles an English form:
360. ficEi SPl
fic.l Cv trout pislii
See other exaunples of ’voicing’ under /t/ (5.1.12), /s/ (5.1.21), and
/k/ (5.1.15).
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5.1.12 /t/,/t/ /t/ and /t/ usually appear as t in Teit's
transcriptions, though he does mark /t/ with a symbol other than plain 
t in a few examples, t, .t, and .t occur in initial position to mark 
the glottalized consonant in entries 467, 556, 601, 621, 625. Three 
Lake forms are unusual in that Teit records tl for /t/. The tl is one 
of Teit ' s regular symbols for / V , which is not expected in these 
roots.
73. tlena La ear tina?
37 3. kwutlkwitlps La flea &*et&*lteps
5 98. gwutl.psntcü.t La run x*etpencut
Teit also recorded ts for an expected /t/ in an alternate form for 
"kidney" in the Lake dialect:
133. nuEtssas La kidney mt?as
The point (. ) may show up before, and occasionally after, t to mark 
independent articulation. See 311, 413, 496, 505, 588, 608.
.t is particularly common in the suffix -ilt "offspring," as in 
ex. 22, 48, 205 and 260. In some of these cases the preceding /I/ may 
be glottalized to mark a diminutive, adding justification for Teit's 
use of the point.
d shows up for an expected /t/ in the term for "bridle" borrowed 
from the French (see ex. 513, sec. 5.1.11 above). Teit also 
transcribes the terms for raven, day and saddle with d where /t/ is 
expected :
345. e y û d B l u x  Ok y u t l e x "  raven
496. . s xElExalld SPl s x e l y f a l t  day
512. . n d o k g e s k a x a t s n  Cv n t e k * k i ? s q a x a ? t n  saddle
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5.1.13 /c/,/c/ Teit records the two alveolar affricates /c/ and
/c/ as either ts or tci* in most examples. Mattina notes that in the 
Colville dialect, "the plain affricate, and not its glottalized 
counterpart, has a palatalized allophone [d] in free variation with the 
norm /c/ (1973:8). In the northern Okanagan dialect, the palatal 
allophone is the norm (Mattina, p.c.). Neither tc nor ts is used 
regularly to differentiate between the alveolar affricate and its 
palatalized allophone, or between the plain and glottalized phonemes, 
though tc is used only once to mark /c/. There seems to be no special 
marking for the glottalized affricate.
Other symbols and combinations representing /c/ include t, ts, 
tc, c, and s; and corresponding to modern /c/ are tc, st, s, tst, t, 
k, k, and c .
222 . .neksilta SPl room naqsilca?
213. spîtEniiXy Ok tent specnxix*
216. kOx ‘tsé SPl
k o . 'tsé Cv earthlodge q*ci?
264. .tcâskâxa La
264. CEntècaskaxa SPl
.s .nlcaskaxa Cv horse senk±ca?sqaxa'
420 . tSESElOSEnt hail xcaclusent
429. . s . suksEkâm Ok thunder caqcqam
576. En ‘tea. La
En ‘tea SPl I inca?
86. ëntüxt Ok tongue tix*ck
96 . ên Lékemôxskt Ok chest ttonax^ck
99 . ës kolsElènk Ok
kolsEnin.k SPl
skolSEnin.k Cv belly sq*alcnxnk
404. stBkEtstywilp SPl red willow staktakcx"ilp
405 . .stiktstxu La willow berries stikcx"
581. tcin lit Ok they cnilc
336. yikeik Ok small red hawk YVXC7C13
235 . iokEnikst Ok
kE&Encenékst SPl wristguard -cnikstn
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5.1.14 /X/ Teit uses L and tl most frequently to represent the
glottalized lateral affricate. See particularly: 147 , 148; 177; 254,
256, 16 9; 606; also 3, 54, 251, 260, 442, 444, 449, 452, 524, 528, 554.
Teit uses various other symbols to represent /À/:
66. .sko tlu-.s SPl face sk*Àus
ëskluc Ok face sk*kus
299. sxottlé Cv mountain goat sx^&i?
446 . .n.î xtlElt La north n?i&tk
528. tl kap SPl kettle &k"?a
{horn spoon)
524. lukiakptcintEn Ok fork &k'"&ak"pclntn
In one further example. Teit uses five characters to represent one
sound :
446. .ne ittlelt.k La north. n?iitk
5.1.15 /k/, /k"/, /q/, /q*/ Teit uses the single symbol k to
represent stops in the velar and post-velar positions, including the 
plain, glottalized, rounded and rounded glottalized forms. The rounded 
stops normally appear as k in conjunction with a rounded vowel or 
semivowel, usually placed before the consonant.i* Subscript q , 
are also used in conjunction with k to mark rounding:
ku 137, 192, 260, 308, 335,
ku 335, 409, 425, 434, 632.
uk 105, 621.
k-o 194, 426, 558, 589.
ko 571.
kw 315, 497 .
The underlining which is common in these entries does not always 
correspond to the position of the consonant, though it more often 
stands for /q/, /q/, or /k/ rather than /k/.
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Other special markings for the (post-)velar stops include k,
'k, k' kk/ and 'k, as in entries 288, 492, 528, 263, 283, 538, 339, 5, 
7, 450, 610.
Teit uses ky twice to denote /k/, once each to mark /q/ and /q/. 
It seems odd that Teit uses a symbol for a palatal to mark the 
post—velar ;
62 . kyapkaintEn SPl, Cv
kyEpkaintEn La hair of head qapqintn
402 . . stskyémtkem SPl strawberry tqimtqem
63 . nkysmausksn SPl crown of head rüonawsqn
79. .s.nkyEmlkEn SPl, Cv back sankmiksn
1.16 /?/ Teit usually transcribes the glottal stop as a series
vowels, sometimes punctuated with a single quote. point or space.i
17 . le éu SPl
le ’ û Cv father l?iw
231, .spo ôl
.spo étà La smoke spu?ui
242 . .s .nkweitê.stsn La quiver senq«eltx?stn
371. .sko.El SPl
.s ko,El Ok ant sq*u?l
388 . kôlé.t La black pine q*li?t
5.1.2 The Fricatives
5,1.21 /s/ All fricatives except /h/ may become voiced
intervocalically in the Okanagan dialects (Mattina 1973:8). In some 
entries, Teit notes the intervocalic voicing of /s/ with the grapheme
234. tskizBlsp 
240. .s .nololamoza
.s .nlolamuzast
Ok
Ok
SPl
charcoal -iselp
iron arrowhead snwlwlmusa?st( n )
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353. â.ûza 
448. sasuzes
Cv
La
egg
west Columbia
?a?usa?
ksafuses
Teit also uses z for /s/ in some cases where the fricative is not 
surrounded by vowels, but may be contiguous to a voiced consonant or a 
morpheme boundary:
555. ssrozesElsp 
27. ës'kozkszé
194. .s .nwolzâlEktzn
SPl, Cv matches 
Ok child
SPl pipestem
swrislptn
sq*esq"si?
senwisalq*tn
Teit's z may also represent the combination of /t/ and /s/ as occurs 
where the particle t- and the s- nominalizer appear together;
58. zuiepznsx SPl
zuiepix Cv
Or it may represent /c/:
248. .nhazkotEn Ok
(n hezotin) Ok
white man
fishnet
swyapix
n?ac-
z appears in another entry, which I have not been able to identify:
342. (hkekatzkoi) Ok blueback swallow
c shows up for /s/ in several entries. Teit probably uses this 
grapheme to represent a palatal allophone of /s/, or [s], which is 
common in the Northern Interior dialects.
133. mstmEtac 
360. ficE± 
fic.i
p î C E ±
415. .s k o k u c E n t
, skokiicsnt
Cv
SPl
Cv
La
La
Ok
kidney
trout
mtvas
pis±
431. .syiauxt es k o k u C E n t  La
star
shooting star
sk*k*usent 
syax'^ skTkTusant
532. CElolamin.k 
cululamink 
556. li céijkEr
La
Ok
Ok
gun
sugar
swlwlmin
lisuker
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Teit also uses ‘s and s as alternate symbols for /s/. in the first
excunple below, the 's may preview a following glottal stop:
40, SE 'si SPl
SE si Cv, La mother's brother sasl?
530. le si 'so SPl, Cv scissors lesiso
539. .spekaisxEn Ok silver piqsxen
5.1.22 /!/ Teit uses 1 or è to represent /i/. tl shows up often
in initial position where /i/ is expected, and where the onset may have
allowed Teit to perceive /4/ as an affricate:i* see entries 11, 46, 48,
67, 102, 107, 119, 120, 129,, 452, 459, 561.
Teit uses some other forms representing /±/ that include 11, ël.
and xl :
464. kailis La
ka±lis SPl three ka?lis
23. êl kaktsa Ok elder brother iqaqca?
25 . el kikxa Ok elder sister ikikxa?
26. ël tcetCElops Ok younger sister ±cec?ups
403 , .xlala La
xlala SPl raspberry Ifala?
5.1.23 /X/, /X*/, /X/, /x«/ In the foreword to Teit’s "The
Middle Columbia Salish" (1928), Franz Boas explains a little about 
Teit's transcription, pointing out that Teit used x for the 'medial 
palatal fricative' and x for the velar. Later, in the preface to "The 
Okanagan" (1930:26), Boas calls attention to Teit's use of x and x 
which had "changed from earlier usage to conform with the system now 
generally employed." So, x represents velar, ? post velar. In both 
papers. Boas comments on Teit’s difficulty in distinguishing between 
velars and post-velars.
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In his vocabularies, Teit usually transcribes the unrounded 
( post— )velars with plcLin x. A single or double underline of the x may 
indicate either the velar or postvelar position,i? though Teit uses the 
double underline most often for the velar;
/X/ X 115.
X 595, 67, 115, 124, 127, 518, 549.
/x/ X 607.
5  16, 217.
Any of the velar or post-velar fricatives may be transcribed 
with a number of common symbols. These include x, x, g, h; each may be 
preceded or followed by o, u, or w, whether or not it represents a 
rounded fricative. In the 1928 foreword. Boas points out that Teit 
does not always hear labialization. The rounded <post-)velars /x"/ and 
/x"/ often show up in Teit's transcriptions without any rounding 
element at all: 2, 15, 214, 215, 321, 358, 370, 382, 413, 414, 495,
520, 557.
The rounded velar fricative is a common sound in the Okanagan 
dialects, and Teit transcribes it in a wide range of forms, including ^x, 
Xg,- Xu, xw, hw, w, ux. These may also signify any of the velar or 
post-velar fricatives. See 1, 12, 86, 140, 21, 229, 326, 366, 458,
459, 516, 622.
5.1.24 /h/ Mattina notes that /h/ is a rare sound in Colville
(1973:8), and Thompson suggests that in "all the [Salish] languages
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except Tillcunook h is infrequent” (1977:697). The symbol h,
■>representing /h/, is expectedly rare in the vocabulary Teit recorded. 
In one entry, hy represents an initial /h/ before the high front vowel:
SPl rat hiwk
In another entry, x represents /h/;
289. moxüya La raccoon mhuya?
Elsewhere, Teit records /h/ accurately.
286 . hyeut
5.1.3 The Resonants
5.1.31 /I/, /!/ Teit uses 1 to record both /I/ and /!/. In a
number of entries, Teit follows the lateral with a point ( .). In two 
such entries (260 fawn, 246 fish spear handle) 1. represents /!/; in 
other entries (e.g. 205 infant, 22 daughter) Teit's 1. may also 
represent /I/ in the diminutive forms of the suffix -ilt 
"child/offspring."
' Teit's symbols L, tl, tl, and ±1 which are primarily used to 
represent /i/ and /!/ also mark /!/ and /!/:
201. LEIkëksn 
534. .tskai.tlEn
300. papaiatsa 
285. putlaux 
231. .spo ot± 
131. koilal
La tumpline
La bullet
SPl, La elk 
SPl mouse
La smoke
Cv gall
lalkqin
cqilen
pa?pa?lTaca?
puila?x*
spu?ui
q«ei«ral
In several examples, Teit uses ± for the resonant /I/. See 602, 473, 
154, 178, 238, 497, 461, 457.
Teit also uses 11 to represent both /!/ and /!/:
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610. kwallt SPl warm k*ait
496 . .sxElExalld SPl
xElaxall.t L3. day syelx?alt
194. nulsallko Cv pipestem nwlsalq"
571. tEkatcElBxall.k SPl
katCElEx éllk Ok train qcelxalq"
268 . .stsmallt Cv cattle
272 . .stEmallt SPl buffalo calf stsm?alt
5.1.32 /r/, /r/ Teit uses both a script r and printed r in his
transcriptions. The script r will be represented by r in this paper.
It is difficult to know whether Teit perceived two different sounds and 
recorded them with the two symbols, or if he used the symbols 
interchangably. r is used alone and in combination with r to represent 
both /r/ and /r/:
229. . s oRrésElEp La fire swrriselp
45 2. k w o R ’ré La b r o w n k*ri?
455. te k a é Ok y e l l o w (ti )k*ri?
537. k o k o R é . t SPl
k o R é E t La
k o k o R ê s x E n Ok gold k * e r k * r i s x a n
593. t E R a k a m SPl d a nce sterqam
316. O R O R e W U SPl b l a c k b i r d
317. O R O R e w U La r e d w i n g e d w e r w e r i w a
b l a c k b i r d
600. nkEREtnyéus SPl to s w i m  across kermiws
W h i l e  'r r e p r e s e n t s b o t h  /r/ and /r/:
340. t s a  ris SPl k i n g f i s h e r caris
460. k w o  'ré La sorrel k"ri?
'r s e e m s  to sta n d  for /r/;
455. k w o ’réa La y e l l o w k"ri?
a n d  rr for /r/:
221. l E n E x a r r t C E n La d o o r f l a p 4 nxarcan
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155. kerrértcin La neckerchief Iceiyrcin
In two roots where /r/ or /r/ is expected, Teit writes 1;
333. skolaxan La heron sk«arxan
585. tElEkam Ok kick sterqam
593. talkamix Ok dance starqmxx
This 1/r alternation seems to be limited to a set of roots containing 
/r/, /r/ in Cz position. (See sec. 8.1).
5.1.33 /m, m/, /n, n/ Teit's transcription of the nasal resonants
does not vary much from what is expected, though glottalization is 
usually not marked. In one entry, "magpie", /n/ is marked specially;
343. an.n Cv magpie fan
ri appears for an expected /m/ in two entries, both in final position:
166. sitSEn SPl blanket sicam
254. .stl&tcxnEn La deer ska?cinam
Likewise, m appears for /n/:
135. pEnim.ki" La liver pnink
Teit also uses 1 for /n/ in one entry;
99. As kolSElénk Ok belly sq^alcnink
In several entries, m and n are missing altogether; 81, 399, 188 and
417.
5.1.34 /?, ?/ Like many modern salishanists, Teit had difficulty
describing or transcribing the pharyngeal resonants with any regular 
symbols, The Okanagan pharyngeals are phonetically realized as 
vowels with pharyngeal constriction (Mattina 1973:9); and so Teit 
transcribes those pharyngeals he recognizes most often with the vowel
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a, usually accompanied by an additional vowel or some diacritic. 
Examples include entries 59, 108, 124, 131, 133, 173, 195, 319, 450,
451, 453.
Subscript r also represents the pharyngeal in Teit's
transcriptions, though usually in initial position:
as. raltsmEn Cv tooth ?ltman
195. .^atskaxatEn SPl, cv rope ?acsqaxa?tn
343. ^ainsn SPl magpie fan
385. . Srâugwë .p La root sa?x"lp
Teit uses h for /?/ in two entries:
85. haitEiciEn La tooth fitmen
248. .naAazkotsn Ok
(n hezotin) Ok fish net nfactn
In Teit's transcriptions, glottalized pharyngeals are
indistinguishable from the unglottalized pharyngeals (entries 287, 324,
332). The rounded pharyngeals, plain or glottalized, Teit transcribes
as w, with or without diacritics;
295. .sxalelujg SPl
xawailux SPl
xowaiEluK La fox x*f'^ilx”
297. SE ‘waa SPl
.s.wa. Cv mtn lion, or
so waa La cougar sf*a?
324. wâ^ëtckola La meadowlark f"af'“ayck"ala?
5.2 Vowels
There are four vowels in the Okanagan dialects, each with a wide 
range of variation. The 'full' vowels are /a/, /i/, /u/; these may 
appear stressed or unstressed. The fourth vowel is an epenthetic /e/, 
which never occurs stressed. Mattina describes the range of these 
vowels;
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/a/ may range from [æ] after y to [a] next to back 
consonants.
/u/ ranges freely from [u] to [o], with [o] usually 
appearing contiguous to postvelars.
/i/ ranges from [i] down to [e] in free variation. 
a transitional glide, is the product of this front 
vowel occurring before or after a post velar.
/e/ may appear as [u"] near rounded consonants, and as 
[s'] near the 'back' consonants. It may also appear 
as [i>] or [I] contiguous to a labial or an alveolar 
(1973; 10-12).
In describing the tendency of [a] to so readily adapt to surrounding 
consonants, L. C. Thompson notes that "in many cases the foreign ear 
has great difficulty recognizing whether a variant of a or one of the 
tense [i.e. 'full'] vowels is being heard" (1979:697-8). In trying to 
record vowel quality accurately, Teit*® ended up doing a study of 
allophonic variation. He employed the following symbols, alone or in a 
great number of combinations: i e E u o a î i ê ë ë û ü ü ô ô ô â â .
Any of these, except e , may appear with ' which often corresponds to 
stress or syllable peak.
In his 1927 preface to Teit's "The Okanagan," Boas included this 
description :
Vowels have their continental values : 
ê open e, as in "fell."
Ô open o, nearly as in German "voll."
E obscure vowel, as e in "flower" (1927:25-6).
In 1929, forewording Teit's "The Middle Columbia Salish," Boas 
expands the definition of e , describing it as "an obscure vowel with 
timber determined by adjoining consonant." î is added to the list of
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•open', or lax, vowels. Also:
Ü umlaut u, closed
a umlaut a, probably equals long ê
The macron indicates length
" labialization of k sounds (1929:85)
These descriptions leave û, ë, and â unexplained. The vowels
and vowel combinations found in Teit's lists probably represent some
real phonetic differences, though the distinctions now seem specious.
In general, the following correspondences usually are found between the 
Okanagan phonemes and Teit's graphemes.
/ V a. ê, Ô
/i/ if e, Ü
/u/ o. u
/a/ E, Î
The remaining graphemes occur less frequently. Due to the fact 
that each of Teit's vowel graphemes may represent any of the Okanagan 
vowels, the graphemes he used will guide the following discussion.
5.2.1 â This most often represents a stressed or full [a] in
Teit's lists. It may represent [e] in entries 12 and 41, as well as
in ;
62. kâpkain Ok hair of head qapqintn
A331. pâkamix La swan speqmix
â shows up in combination with another grapheme to represent [i] 
contiguous to a post velar;
238. tskâilEn La arrow cqilan
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250. ksn.sâl.n La sinker knnsa?yntn
309. tE )kômkâini1 La antlers tq'^smqin
In two Okanagan entries. â shows up for an expected i:
355. stikpast Ok feather steqpistn
435. spâlEm Ok plain spilem
5.2.2 â This fairly uncommon, symbol appears in six** of Teit's
entries, representing three different phonemes.
439. tînuculâx Ok earth temx*ula?x*
376. si laks Ok mosquito slaqs
266. mauB 'ta SPl sheep lemoto
267. lika.sâ SPl pig ko so
kâ.so La
10. wâxtélat Cv infant wxtila?t
uwâxtélêt Ok
114. ên kwâadtain Ok fingernail q^eyqinkstn
5.2.3 ô Like â, ô appears most often in the Lake list. Generally
corresponding to [u], ô may also represent [e] in conjunction with a 
rounded consonant :
118. .s .nkômaxân La calf of leg senq'*'amxan
230. skollEmin La ashes sq^elmin
270. kôspltsa La buffalo q*9spica?
309. tE )3s,ômkâin La antlers tq«amqin
Ô also shows up as a representation of /w/;
8 . xixôtEm La girl xixwtam
80. ë séptcén Ok beard swpcin
115 . esstséxin Ok leg scawxan
308 . .sôpântCEn La marmot Vwp
615 . sô.wl.t SPl who, pi. swit
In two entries, ô is equivalent to [a] :
110. tsôkoma Cv
tsékomEn La first finger caq«ma?
419. . smûkok Ok snow smq^aq*
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Ô represents a rounded pharyngeal in one entry:
563. .nkaoEmsn La church sanka?"men
5.2.4 Ô Most often, this symbol represents [a]; less common
correlations are demonstrated in the following entries:
10, wôxtélat Cv infant w?±ila?t
124. .stcôxExén SPl toe scawxan
400. .sxosEm SPl soap berry sx*usam
267. ko.kôs La pig k*uk*us
266. le mbto Cv sheep lamoto
le môtâ La
267. kâ.so La pig koso
388. kôlè.t La black pine q«aq«li?t
5.2.5 Û Û represents stressed [u], with very little variation. In
one example it may represent [x*];
218. .stcùwil%u La bark lodge ctx*ilx"
5.2.6 Ü [i] followed by a rounded consonant appears as ü in some
of Teit's entries*.
1. .skâltemüg Ok man sqaltmix"
50. êlemûxêm Ok chief ylmix^am
86. tüxtsk SPl tongue tix"ck
ëntûgst Ok
180. hwükEmsn SPl skin dresser X"ik*man
422. süik Ok water siwik*
In one entry, ü is equivalent to [i] in an unrounded environment
6. .stakamù%2 a Ok young woman sta?kmix
Only once does ü represent [u]:
341. âsû.4 La loon ?asu?4
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5.2.7 u This grapheme is rare in Teit's data. It appears three
times, each corresponding to a different sound:
4. piptewénûx ok old woman peptwinax"
70. Itu.m s .koms SPl eyebrow q'^emq'^ums
In the third occurrence, û doesn't correspond to any regular Okanagan 
phoneme, but appears as either the mark of a syllable peak or 
representing the rounding of [q*]:
419, .sm'mûkôk Ok snow smq*aq"
5.2.8 ê This is a common grapheme, usually representing [i], or a
variant of /y/s see 50, 155, 336, 410. In the Lake and Okanagan 
dialects, Teit occasionally records ë for [a], usually in conjunction 
with [y]:
84. koxkonë La mouse &"l&*x*na?
324. wâyyëtckola La meadow lark ?wa?*ayck*ala?
338. n)tanaea Ok bat stanwaya?
413. .xai eirnex Ok sun xyaànex"
538. .3 'kwëi Ok copper q*?ay
In one Lake entry, Teit writes ë for [e]:
190. lasiët La plate lasyét
5.2.9 ë Appearing only once** in the entire collection, ë
represents [a]:
61. stsésêkEn SPl head ca?siqan
5.2.10 ê This is another common grapheme in Teit's vocabulary, and 
in most of the entries in which it appears, it represents [a], as 
either a stressed vowel or non-stressed full vowel. In contrast to e.
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without diacritics, which almost always represents /i/,** ê represents 
/i/ in only aüDout half its appearances.
5.2.11 i i is found in more than 90 entries, and regularly
corresponds to [i] or a variant of /y/. See 50, 206, 298, 301. In two
Ijake entries, î corresponds to schwa or an unstressed syllable peak;
187. ninkamln La knife nxnkman
288. iltE ku La otter i±k*u?
And in one borrowed item, i corresponds to French [ü] which in modern
Colville appears as [u]:
556. li sikur La sugar lisuker
5.2.12 Î This is another of Teit's more common graphemes, which 
usually corresponds to schwa. Like i, î represents [i] or [y] in two 
of Teit's entries:
151. îr. kaintEn La headband yrqxnten
380. SEklskEmxkstsn SPl limb tkelkelxmikstn
In a few cases, î does not correspond to any Okanagan phoneme, though
it may represent the release of 
element between consonants.
a consonant, or some other transitional
129. mîlikea Cv blood mlkiya?
193 . .s .n.manxînz6 Ok pipe senmanx^tn
294. sinkîlip Ok coyote senkixp
578 . tclniltct Ok he cnilc
In two Okanagan entries, î corresponds to [a];
115 . esstsôxxn Ok leg scawxan
608 . Lkxst Ok bad kast
363 . .s)warxkEXEn Ok frog swarakxen
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5.2.13 E This grapheme usually represents schwa in Teit’s
orthography, though it may also represent a syllable peak or consonant 
release.
5.2.14 Teit uses the unmarked symbols a, e, i, o, and u beyond
their "continental values" in just as many ways as the vowels appearing 
with diacritics, and nearly every symbol is at one time or another used 
to represent schwa. Many of Teit's graphemes that are marked with 
diacritics appear most often in the Lake dialect list. This is not 
what I would have expected, since the Lake list seems to be the last 
one compiled and could therefore reflect any generalizations Teit may 
have made on the Okanagan dialects.
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6 . Teit ' s VocaJbularies
The following lists contain six columns, which are intended to 
be read across facing pages. The first column, titled 'English,' 
contains the gloss Teit used for the item recorded, with his own 
abbreviations and comments. I have chosen to present the lists roughly 
according to the order recorded in Teit's Lake list, since this seemed 
to be best organized. I have of necessity made some changes in the 
order, but have left out none of Teit's items. The second through 
fifth columns contain the Sanpoil, Colville, Lake and Okanagan forms 
which Teit recorded. These columns may include italicized notes in 
English, which are Teit's own.
In the sixth column are Modern Colville and/or Okanagan forms 
for comparison. These forms are verified with data collected either by 
A. Mattina or R. Bouchard. Some are underlying forms, others surface 
phonetics. This column also contains forms from other Interior Salish 
languages where a Colville form could not be found, or where a form 
from another language more closely resembled the form Teit recorded. 
These are marked with a two letter aLbbreviation following the item: Cm, 
Columbia (from Kinkade and Thompson, 1974); Ok, Okanagan (Bouchard);
Sh, Shuswap (Kuipers, 1974); Sp, Spokane (Carlson, n.d.); Th, Thompson 
(Thompson, n.d.).
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English 
1
3 . 
4. 
5 .
man
plural 
woman 
plural 
old man 
old woman 
young man
Sanpoil
skal-bsméyX 
skÉ Ikalt Eméx(] 
tEkalsmélux 
.SEmamêm 
LaxLaxâp 
pEtowénux 
towét
lad
6. young woman
7. boy
8. girl
9. boy or girl at puberty
10. infant
child
11. widow
widower
12. bachelor
13. old maid or
unmarried adult woman
xixo.tsm 
t E t o w i t
same as yg woman
waxtéllt
.stlwilEm.t
k a l t E m o x m é s t
mamist
Colville
skaltame^x
.smameEm 
tcaxai LaxLaxâp 
" pEtuwénux
tEtEÎkk
tiikk
.stâkEmê.X
tEtuwit
tEtsikk
spspElal
xxxotEm
(tcaxai) wâxtélat 
" stlwélEmt 
kéltemuxEmist 
tcaxai.stâkEmè.x
person divorced
14. orphan
15. wife
16. husband
17. father (by male)
18. father (by female)
19. mother (by male)
20. mother (by female)
stsiim
tEltipEla
k E l t s m i l E X
nauxEnox
.sxâxlua
le éu
meéstEm
skoi
turn
tcaxai.stciim 
tcaxa tEltipEla 
tcahai.ntEkamilux
tcaxai sxxluwe 
tcai.n le 'u 
tcaxai n rnxstsm 
tcaxai sko i 
tüm
21. son
22. daughter
23. elder brother
ë skosë 
s t u n œ k E ë l . t 
keitsk
tcaxai skosé 
" stomkai llt.t 
t c a x a i .n k e t s k
24. younger brother siSEntsa 1 cicEnsa
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Lake
1. skEltEmiuX
Okanagan 
.skaltemüx
43
Modern Colville 
sqaltmix"
2. tEkimilEX
3. LaxLaxâp
4. piptuwxnux
5. t E t u w i t
6 .
.stakBmiXu 
kzkoiuma tEtuwit
8. xixôtEm
9.
10.
uaxtilat
11. .stlwilEmt 
stluwilEoiEt
12. kaltEmeXy. mist 
13 .
tEniEisxiluwe 
spspahaupoE t
14.
15 .
16 , 
17 , 
IB .
19,
20 ,
21 , 
22 , 
23 .
24,
tEltipEla
nauxano.x
.sxailuwe
nleéu
mistom
. skôe
toEm
tuEm
.skose.
.stomke él.t
i kàktsê 
i sisEntse
tEklmileg
Lax Legap 
piptewénûx
.s .winumtx 
.stakamux
tetuwit
xixutem 
xliixomexa (x)
uwâxtélêt
én noxanox 
ësgélêwe 
.n 'lëu 
.n ’eméstEm 
ës skôe 
ên tüm
ël kaktsa
ël sëntse
tklmilx"
sma?me?im
iex&xâp
paptwinax"
tetwit
A ftyik
ttyik
swi?nümta?x
xixwtem
sta?lonix
tetwit
ttyik
speplal
xixwtem
llx"üm?ey (Sp)
wxtilt
u?e%tila?t
slwilamt
qeltmx*mist 
ma?mi?s (-t?) 
sta?kmix 
-sxilwi?
kim
kteltipla?
tklmilx"
nâx^nex*
sxilwi?
l'?iw
mistem
sk-uy
turn
sq^si? 
stamk?ilt 
( in- )qick 
èqaqca? 
èsisenca? 
s inca'?
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25. elder sister
26 .
27 .
28 .
29.
30.
31.
32 .
33 . 
34.
35 , 
36,
37 ,
38 ,
younger sister 
child 
( son and daughter) 
son in law 
daughter in law 
father in law 
mother in law 
sister in law 
brother in law 
brother and 
sister in law 
wife s sister SlC  
father s father 
mother’s father 
father’s mother 
mother’s mother
39. father s brother
40. mother’s brother
41. father’s sister
Sanpoil
klkxa
tCEtCEOpS
skoskosé
snekEi
sipEn
.sxaxa
itcitck
ski u
stsixt
.sestEm
sxaxpa
kxkoa
kakEna
.stima
stEmtxma
smeEl
SE 'si
.statakwa
44
Colville
4 kikxa 
4 .s.ntaxus 
4 tceôps
(tcahai) skoskwasea 
tcahai .s nik.4 
" sipEn 
" ,sxaxa 
" 4 tcitck 
" skiu 
" .stsixt
.sestem 
tcai xexpa 
" kxkoa 
" kâkEna
" .stxmtima 
" smeE4 
" SE 'si 
" stàtâkwo
42. mother s sister
43. grandchild
child of daughter 
child of son
44. great grandchild
45. relative
.swa.wasa
émat
shaxpa
.stEmales
.swawesa
.s émat 
.shaxpa 
tatopa
46. step father
real father not dead smis4
real father dead tlwistsn
47. step mother .swa.wasa
48. step child
49. warrior
50. chief
51. friend
52. enemy
.stlwil.t 
nkEsils 
eleme^xEm 
.slaxt 
xemin
tcaxa "
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Lake
25, i kikxê
26. 
27 .
28.
29.
30.
31.
32 .
33 . 
34.
i t C E t C E Ô p S
.skoskwaséa 
.snikE^x 
sipEn 
.sxa xâ 
itcitsk 
skeu 
.stsixt
Okanagan 
ël kikxa
ê l  t c e t c E l o p s  
ë s ' k o z k E Z ê
Modern Colville
ikikxav
sntx*us
icec?ups
sq*esq*si?
sq"sq"a?siya?
snikeix*
sipen
sxaxa?
icick
skiw
scixt
35.
36 .
37 ,
38 .
39. 
40 . 
41.
42
.sastom 
.s x a x p a  
kikoa 
k â k E n a
.s t E m t i m a  
.sméE&
SE 'si
skokwe 
.sku.kwe 
.s wâsa
sa?stam
sxaxpa?
kikwa?
qaqna?
stima?
stemtima?
smi?4
sasi?
tetik*e? (S p ) 
skTuk"i?
swawasa?
43 .
SEnemat
44. tâtxôpa
45, .stEmâlis
46
47 .
. S H E k S l l E X
i o w i s t E n
i o w i s t E n
48 .
49. nkEsills 
50 - ilamëuXEm 
5 1 . .slaxt 
p52. xemin
. nkesils 
élemûxêm 
ës lâx±
sn?imat (Ok)
sxaxpa?
ta?tupa?
stmali?s
snqsilx"
smi?!
Iwistn
swawasa?
èwilt
-ils
ylmix*am
siaxt
xemin
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English
53. slave
54. medicine man
shaman
55. scout
Sanpoil
ts .kwansxjEn 
tlâkwilix
pskwailix
Colville
t c k w à n E X E n
pEkwailix
56. people
57. Indian
58. Whiteman
frenchman
59. negro
60. Chinese
tied knot top of head
skailEx
zuxepEnEX
kweies
tcalnamen
zuiepix
t c a x a i x  k w e i  us
61. head stsésêkEn tsa s i e k E n
62. hair of "
63. crown of head
kyapkalntEn kyapkaintEn 
(t C E x a i .s .n t E X w a u s k E n
64. top of head nkyEmauskEn
65. scalp sipieiEkEn " .spieiEkEn
66• face 
67. forehead 
6 8. eye 
69. pupil of
.sko tlû.s 
kElkEmilsxEn 
skoLüstEn 
skEksla^Os
(tcai).s kotlus 
" tlkomilsxEn 
'* . snokatlustEn
” .StEkElâXÛS
70. eyebrow ku.ms.koms " kom.s
71. eyelash
72. upper eyelid
tsipalan 
. stzkaltEkus
" tSEptSEpEèan 
" .stEkaltEkus
73. ear
74. earlobe
75. nose
76. nose ridge
. tena
sputlEms é téna 
.spBSâks 
skEmoskEnaks
iena
(tcai).spEsaks 
" tExo.skEnaks
77. n o s t r i l
78. cheek
79. back
80. beard
s .npEsakstEn 
kElksmus 
. s . n kyEmikEn 
soEptcin
" .spEspEsaktEH
" kEikamus 
(tcei) .s.nkyEmikEn 
soEptcin
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53.
54.
55.
56
57
58
LaJce
tskwanEXEn
t l â k w i l e x
. skElpkolBxaml s-t 
.skEtlasmlst 
.skaxlex 
skaxlug
A
Okanagan
.s k a x l u g  
è s k é l u g
suxepxx 
sama
59. kwêxas
60. t c a x n a m E n  
s l x k y k&uskEn
. nlikkyauskEn
61. -bsaseskEn
52. 
63 .
64.
65 .
66 .
67 .
68 . 
69.
70 .
71,
72 ,
73 , 
74.
75 ,
76 .
77 ,
78 .
79.
80.
kyEpkaxntsn
.skEèmElakwapkE n
ntSEsausksn
pEskwalkEn 
.skotlds 
kElkEmilsxEn 
stokEtlûstEn 
.stkElaxus 
stEkwax è .s
stkomopQs
tCEpEèân
tlkEitikEnûs
tléna
spEsaks
.stsâmoks 
( .s. )npEspEsaks 
kEikamüs 
.s .nksmxkEn 
soEptsxn
t s o s ê k x n
kâpkaxn
êskluc
kelkemxlEsgxn 
.skukLuctEn
têna 
.spesaks
ë sôptcên
Modem Colville 
sck"anxn
Àa?k"xlx
sk*a?smxst
sqilx*
swyâpxx 
sama? 
q*ey?âs 
câynmen 
VUc -awsqen
ca?siqen
qapqxntn
santx'*awsqan
ska4melk*âpqan
okmàwsqen
Vsxpi? -âya? -qan
-qan
sk*Àus
kalJonxlsxan
skT&ustn
-us
Vq“«ray -a?s 
q"amq**ûms
ceplân
stqaltkus
tina?
spûÀam X? tina? 
spsaqs 
slonwsaqs 
-aqs
snpsâqstn (Sp) 
kalkmùs 
sankmxkan 
swpcxn
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English
81. mouth
82. lip
all
upper
83. lower lip
84. lower jaw
85. tooth
86. tongue
87. saliva
Sanpoil
spElemtcEn
skeltakâusksn
tskyimtcin
skEIkEmepast
aitEmsn
tiixtsk
téyXtsk
s t l i x t C E n
s4e.xtCEn
48
Colville
(tcai) splemtCEn 
” skEmaposkEn
raitEiHEn
téytsk
{tea).slextcEn
88. spittle
89. throat
90. chin
spEte.Xy 
skEmeikwollt
kEIkEmepast
tcai skEmalkwolt 
" skEmiltsn 
tea kEikEmipast
91,
92,
93,
94,
95 ,
96 ,
neck 
body 
shoulder 
more upper part 
shoulder 
more lower part 
or point 
front of body 
chest
kEspan 
. skai.lt .k
nkEtnEikai. t
tEksm.saxEn
.skilksmills 
.tEkEmoxtsk
tcai ItESpSn 
" sltailt.k
(tcaha ) nkEmElkét
(tcait )kEmEsaxEn
tcei. tEkEmoxtsk
97. breast of woman
98. belly
99. belly
(more inside)
100. arm
skaiem
tEkEméus
kolsEnln.k
ki-lex
tcahai skakai èm 
skaëm
tcai skolSEnin.k 
" kilEX
101. elbow
102. wrist
103. hand
104. right hand
105. left hand
106. palm of hand
nksmelksikst 
L kEmtcinikst 
same as arm 
,skitCEhikst 
.skEtsiyka 
.nkEmEnkikst
" nkEiriElEksikst 
" tlkEmtcinikst 
same arm
tcai.tskitcahikst 
tcaai.skEtsiuka 
tcai.nkEmEnkikst
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Lake Okanaaan Modem Colville
81. .splémtCEn ëspléfccEn splintcen
82. stqeltkawsqen
skEmâuskEn skmawsqen
83 .
.skEiiptssn skiipcen
84. -ipa?st
85. haitEDiEn ën aitemxn vitmen
86. têyXtsk ëntügst tixTck
87 .
stlxèmtcEn
88. .spEtëyX sptix“
89. -alq^lt
skaméltEn skemiltn
90. keitcmipa? st
tEkai ipastEn tqi?pa?stn (Ok )
91. kEspân en këspan kespan
92. skailEtk êskéltk sqiltk
93.
ntànèqit
94.
tkmsaxn (Ok )
95 . skelkmils
96 . ën Lêkemôxskt t]onâx*ck
kElkEmaxEn ki -ton -axan
97. skaëm ëskeém sq?im
98. tkmiws
99 .
kolsanin.k ës kolsElënk sq'^alcnink
100. ënkëlex kilx
tEkEmelkwé.kst -Iq'-' ikst
101. nkEmalksikst ntonlqsikst
102. kElkEmtsinlkst kaikamcnikst
103. kxlex kilx
104. tskitsa ikst skcahikst
105. .skEtséuka skcik*
106. nkEmanklkst nkamnkikst
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107. back '•
108. finger
Sanpoil
tlkEmEnkEnikst 
.stsa.elkst
50
Colville
" nikEniEnkEnikst 
" .stca ékst
109. thumb
110. first finger
.stumEkst 
tsakoma
. stünœkst 
t s o koma
111, second " skaauskainEkst .skauskainEkst
112. third
113. small
no name
,stonakainêkst " stonakainskst
114. fingernail
115. leg
all leg
116. upper leg
117. knee
118. calf of leg
119. ankle
120. instep
121. foot
122. sole of foot
123. heel
124. toe
kwoxkainEkst
.stso.xan
nkEmosxE n 
kakainEXEn 
. s .nkomExan 
kElkîmtcinExên 
k iIkEmikEnxEn 
same as leg 
.nkEmikEnxEn 
skEmlpElgEn 
.stsa.xan
.skwoxkainEkst 
.stsoxaten
" x a n k a x n E X E n  
" .s.nkomExen 
" t l k s m k E m t c i n E X E n  
" tIkEm k E m i k E  nx
tea.nkomikEnxEn 
tcai.skEmxpElxEn
.stcôxExên
125. large toe
126. small toe
127. toe nail
128. rib
12 9. blood
130. vein
131. gall
132. heart
13 3. kidney
.stumEXEn
stonakaxnâxEn
kwaxkaxnE^n
t s .kiip 
mslkxa 
kakEèo 
kol â 
. spo CIS 
.mEt a.s
.StumEXEn 
. s t o n a k a x n a x E n  
tc e e . x  k u o x k a x H E X E n  
t c a i .tstskxip 
tcai m i l l k é a  
k â k E l o  
tcei k o i l a l  
" .spo 6s 
" niEtmEtac
134. lung
135. liver
136. stomach
.speupo 
psnin.k 
.skoltcEnxn.k
" speupo 
" pEnxn.k 
" . skoltsEnen.k
abdomen 
137. flesh & meat . slek,
.skail.tk
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107 .
108 .
109.
110.
111.
112 . 
113 .
114. 
115 .
116. 
117. 
118 .
119.
12 0 . 
121 . 
12 2 . 
123 . 
124.
125 ,
126 , 
127, 
128 ,
129.
130.
131.
132 .
133 .
134.
135 .
136 .
137
Lake
kEIkEmankikst
stsoo eikst 
. stüniEkst
tsékomEn
t s k a o s k é k E n s t  
no name
.stauankénakst 
koxkëlnakst
tEksmakst^n
kakalnaxEn 
. s . nkômcLxân 
k E l k E m t c i n a x E n  
kElkEmmlkaxEntEn
. StSOcLXân 
. nkyEinikEnxEn 
. skEmlpElxEn
tEkasllaxan 
stümaxEn 
.stauEnakainaxEn 
.ts )kwoxkaxnaxEn 
ts kxi.p 
mstlkëa 
kakEio 
kolal 
.spo OS 
iHEtaas 
ntEtSEas 
speupoa 
pEnim.k
tskaxtsEkEn 
.skoltSEnin.k 
siéku
Okanagan
stca ikst 
êstümkst
ën kwaxkaxn 
esstsp&xn
ëstca&an
ënlkëa
éspo ôs
slêk
51
M o d e m  Colville
keikemnkikst
sca^ ikst
scwikst
stumkst
caq*ma?
scoq*mn < S p )
sqa?wsqxnkst
sia?*sqinkst
stawnqxnkst
stawnqxna?kst
q'"exqxnkstn
scewxan
tkmaqstxn ( O k )
rüonûstxan
ka?qxnxen
sanq^emxan
keUcemcxnxen
scewxan
ntonikenxen
skmiplxen
scwxan
stumxen
stawnqxna?xn ( O k )
q"exqxnxen
cakiip
mlkîya?
qâq±u? ( S p )
q«aiTai
spu?us
m±Tas
spxwpu?
pnink
sq'-'alcnxnk
sqicqan
sq^alcnink
siiq"
sqiltk
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English
138. bone
139. sinew
140. footprint
141. brain
142. myths
143. ghost
Sanpoil
tlnx
skelowitEn
stsîm—kain 
tcapEtikui 
papaheut
Colville
" tin.x 
skElowltEn 
.s XÔEtEn 
tcai.stSEmkain 
tcapEtikEl
144. shadow
145. soul
.stoktEkeniüla 
.skakElaux 
.s .nkakeeus
.stokEneholox
146. sick
147. corpse tEmtEniEn 'i ,tEmtsmEn e
148. dead
149. grave
150. hat (any kind)
151. headband
.stEmtEmEnetsn
kwatcksn
lekEkain
sxetsi allok
laEkaintsn 
.nlô.kain
tclôlôkkaintEn
152. feather headdress
feather bonnet
153. bunch of feathers
on head or band
154. necklace
around throat
tsElakaintEn
sntakau.sksn
slaalkwolt
skolepas . skElkElepas
155. neckerchief
156. handkerchief
ailoxksn
yaloxksn
" skEkolépas
skElieroxtcin
157. dressed skin shirt sepi el.ks
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Lake
138 .
139. tinEX
140.
.SXUEtEn
141. stSEmkain
142. tsâ.pEtxkiy 
143 .
.stEpzpeélôx
144. skakElaux
145 .
.s .ntoktokEneolox
146 .
147. tlElal
tEmtEmEnl
148 .
149.
lêkElSEl
150. kwatskan
151.
Okanagan
êstsém
152,
153 .
154.
ir.kaintEn
stEhânkEH
skEléps
StEinElEStSUt
skëlt
Lêlal
s.yelkwaikwElt
155 .
M o d e m  Colville
scim
tinx
sqalwitn 
sxTuytn 
scamqin
captlk*el
papaviwt
steq*taq'"ni?ula?x'~
sqaqia7x"
sanka?k?iws
staq*taq'"ni7ula7x*
sqilt
&lal
tamtamni?
Àlal
santamtamni?tn
sxci7alq*
q^acqan 
lafqlntn 
nla<r«q£n 
lakqintn
Vlf*
yrqintn 
clqintan <Sp)
stafanqan
-awsqan 
-alq"lt
sqlipa?s
sqlips
syrk"âlq*lt
stmalscut
yaylax-'qan
156.
4 kerrêrtcin
kialuxkEH
A .157. sEpi elks
skElèps
kalyrcin
sqlipa7s
sqlips
Vylx"
sapl7alqs
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English
158 . 
159.
man
woman
Sanpoil
skaltsmoxelks
smamel.ks
54
Colville
160. apron (any kind)
161. apron (old style)
162. breech clout
klilaawilEStsn
nikyépostXEn
kElilojsvilEStEn
nlkwepo s txe n
163. long leggings
164. short leggings
skatsatskainaxEn 
ke le laacwaks txBn kEleloxwakstXEH
165. moccasins
(general name)
166. blanket "
167. buffalo skin
168. buffalo robe
169. deer skin
kaaxan
sipsipilXEn " 
sltSEn 
kospitsa 
RiElEkwalox 
kospitsa "
.stlatsEnEmitsa
kaaxan
s . citsEm 
kospitsa
170. elk "
171. dressed buckskin 
any kind
172. rcLbbit skin robe 
jackrabbit " 
small rabbit "
papalatsa sipes
sipi
.sxonxonakitsa 
.sxwîltaksitsa
sipe
173. cape .sa.ttcilEkst
174. poncho
175. thread
(in general)
176. sinew thread
177. awl (for sewing)
178. thimble
179. skin scraper
180. skin dresser
.sluxpüs
tukomin 
tokomin 
tinx " 
tl komsn
ékamEn
hwuksmEn
tcaxai stapsks
tinx
" tl komsn
(tcaxai) %yoksatsn
stone head 
181. chisel
s o ^ ë . St
kaxEmxn kaxEmin
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Lake
158. skJEltsmuxâlks
159.
s t EklniE luxwâlks
160. kElelugwilEX
161. ntlkwépostxxn 
162 .
nwîkustxEn
163. atsatskainaucEEi
164. kililEgwakstxzn
okanaaan M o d e m  Colville
sqeltmix^alqs 
sma?mâlqs 
s t ekimi Ix'* alqs 
ki?lylx"wilx 
niq*i?pùstn 
niq«i?pûstn 
nw£k*stxen < nwik’̂ stn ) 
( sk)?ac?acqinxen 
Vylx" -stxan
165. kaaxan
166. sitSEm
167. kospitsa
168.
kospitsa
169.
tlokoéwes
170.
171.
sipe
172 .
.skoltsa
kaxan
173 .
174. 
175 .
.skoskEnitsa
.sluxpüs
.stépEks
stsazx
qa?xan
sepsipi?xen
sicem
q«espicav
Vmlk*
q*espica?
sÀa?cenmica?
VAq*
pa?pa?lfâca?
sipi?
-ica?
-ca?
sfacilkst
-ica?
siex"pûs
stapqs
tlklmEiTiEn
176. tînx
177. LkômEn
178.
179. ékaiHEn
180.
la aikst
tinx
&q*ûmen
la?
?iqmen
x^âk'^men
.s x o i x o i é E t E n
181. kaxcunin
sx*yx*iytn 
qx-min ( Sp )
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English
182. hammer of
Sanpoil
tsaxwe.tsaxygwe
56
Colville
ntsîJiEkaintEn
183. mortar SEntaamrn
184. pestle taamin
185. fire-drill
186. axe
187. knife
188. knife—handle
189. cup
190. plate
mat
191. spoon
192. soup
xûlamEn
xelEmln
nékEmEn
skEneksniEnt
kerukEkain
kak.piltsa
ium msn 
.s .npogkweit. k
koiskEn
nlnkEittEn 
sksnénkamEnt 
" & 
lepot
193. pipe
194. pipe-stem
195. rope
hide rope
196. Indian hemp
197. drum
198. drumstick
199. root-digger
.s .nmanuxtEn 
tEpiptEn
.s .nwolzalEktEn 
. ̂ atskaxatsn 
spitSEn 
nkatséus
spétSEn
poEmin
pitca
s.nwolsalEk.ptsn
spitSEn
200. " handle s k E m e i . k s t E n tea "
201. tump-line lekekEna
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182 .
183 .
Lake
.spiksxEn
taamésxEn
184. taamin
185. gwulok
186. xilamin
Okanagan
tsEkamin 
.s x w u l o k
x î l a m i n
Modern Colville
nceqqintn ( O k )
piqsxn
senta?min
ta?m-isxen
ta?min
ca?qmin
xelmin
187.
ninkamin
188. . skEnninkEKUBntsn
189.
lelpôEt
190. lasiét
191. lûÎEmEn
192.
tsExitky
193. SEnman.xtsn
194. tEpiptEn
n i k a m i n
195 .
, spëtSEn
196, .spètSEn
197, p o o m l n
198. s e E p m i n
199.
X E l Û l O X t E n
200.
s t E k w o n i m t E n  
201. LElkékEn
lasiet
ëEitsa
.n k a u x  
.s .n ,m a n x î n
nulsallko 
.s p i t S E n
npitcatEH
lekikEn
niknci
ninlonen
skninkmentn
1-lpot
lasyet
qpeice? (Sp)
?iica?
iumen
senpx"k'"itk’~
stxitk"
senmanx^tn
tpiptn
nwlsalq*
senwlsalq^tn
?acsqâxa?tn
spicn
nkvaciws
pqcsiwsm
spicn
pumin (Ok )
sepmin
pica?
npica?tn
xlula?x'"tn
stk'*nimtn
Islkqin
Ikikn
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English
202. bark basket
203. woven basket
204. woven bag
205. doll
Sanpoil
fiina
yamoxa
.xkapa
S t S E t S E m i l .t
Colville 
tcaxai. péna
" yamoxa 
" lîkEtcin 
" kapa
206. stilts learned from whites
207. swing katsowasa
208. red paint tulamsn
209. yellow paint nkwaraolox
210. tattoo marks
211. song
.slukwa ntcu.t 
.s .nkwonim
.s .nkwantcenam
212. name .skwist tcaxai .skwist
213. tent (any kind)
tent of whites 
conical lodge
214. house
215. town
216. earth lodge
217. mat lodge
conical
spîtSEnilXu 
.sholélxu
tCltXy
kOx tsé
.stuktEnélXu 
( n o x x w e r k E n )
. sholeixu
. s h ù l E l x
{ t s a x a i ) ko. tse
stuktEnîiXu
218. bark lodge
219. skin lodge
220. door
skilagwelxu
sipealXy
s . Itcil^
(in general) .s .natskatsn
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Lake
202 .
k û .koxa
203 .
lèk.tcln
204.
skokosépa
205. .stSEtSEmëEtEl
206. .stsukstBkwâxEn
Okanaaan
207 .
nkalé^watEn
208 .
keîEmxn
209.
nkweaxEk "
210. .SEklukantcüt
211. .s .nkwonim
212 . skwist:
213. spitSEnîlgu
214. tCitXu
215. tcetcitx 
216 .
. slêkuzlél^
217 .
. S . njtwaîEkEn
218 .
. stcûwilx,,
219. sipei
220. lEnkemîp
.st s s t S E m e l t  
(skozaoEtsa)
. n e i p x E n t E n  
( .n i é p X E n t E n )
.nkakailatsn 
(kakaila)
k^élEm
askwist
spîtEniàXu
s x u Ie Ixu
éntcitx
tcituxütia 
(tcitxôe)
59
M o d e m  Colville 
pina?
yamx’-a?
èekcin
sk~k~yipa?
sccmilt
sck"ck*axan 
n/ya?-p/-xen ( Th )
n t E k t c î n t E n
tulmn
qeymin
nk"ra?ùla'?x*
senkrnim
senk^ncnàm
q'*élm ( Sp )
sk*ist
askwist
specnilx"
sx*ullx*
citx*
cecitx"
q«ci?
skeàliqa±x"em
tek^tniix*
senxrayqen
ctx*-utya?
sqelx^iix" 
sclélx" (Sp) 
ctx*ièx* 
sepi^iix* 
kàenJÔnip
sn?acqa?tn
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English
221. doorflap
222. room
223. bed
Sanpoil
.naxarstCEn 
.neksilta 
SEnlkotEn
Colville
224. bath
226. sweathouse
227. hotwater house
228. hot water bath
229. fire
kwilstEn
kEmatalalaxtEm
sonisElp
230. ashes
231. smoke
232. soot
kolEmin
.spo ol
skolkEnisElEp
233. firewood
234. charcoal
.slipu
tséxgtsoxt
235. wrist guard kEisncenekst
2 36., bow (in general)
237. bow-string
238. arrow
239. arrow head
240. iron "
241. arrow feathers
242. quiver
243. shield
244. war club
stone head in skin 
stone head
tcakwin.k 
ka.tcinsktsn 
tskélEn 
tskailEn 
tsakelsnutia 
s .nlskEpést 
.s .nlolamuzast 
tEkulastEn 
.s .nkwîltéstEn 
. s . nkerraxEn
kElgwasst
nEkaakain
(tcax)tckwin.k 
tcaxai ka axtcinEktEn
kalsnutia
stoneheaded club 
stone head movable
245. war spear
tsa.ktEkwoisxEH
.sxoi aks
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LaJce Okanaaan Modem Colville
221. iEHExarrtCEn 4 nxârcen
222. naksiltsa naqsxlca?
223 . .nikôBtzn (s )#4q"utn
ntukEntcutEn nt9k"@ncutn
224. nmaleks stkEn nmalkst
225 . kwilstEn k*xistn
227.
228 . s .nkomtalultsn
229. soés e Iep surxselp
.SORrésElEp swrrxsslp
atcugwôp 3cwx'*ap
230 . .skolEmin ( s )q"'slrain
tskolatsp
231. .spo éti spu?ûi
xatcisElEp çcx7selp
232. .skoIkEnisElsp
tskoltsk
233 . . slipu SEllp slip
234. tséxyEtsoxt CXX"C9X«'t
tsJtizElEp -iselp
235 .
kElEpEntCEniksttsn -cnikstn
iuxtcinikst -cnikst
( lojckEnikst )
236. .tc.kwenEk ën skwxnk ckrink
237 . kâtcxHEktEn k?accinktn
238 . tskâilEn en skaxlem cqxlan
ca?qalnûtya?
239. .s .nlekapé.st -i?st
240. .s .nololamoza snwlwlmusa?st(n
241. tEkülastEH -a?stn
242 . .s .nkwelté.stEn sanq*a4tx?stn
243 . .s .nkErkErrâxEn
244. . spik sp( i )w (Sp)
.nkaakaln jtaaüa -qin
{kaâka)
ktaq*isxn (Ok)
ntpkwëisxEH ntak*isxan
245 .
niyâ. nya?
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English Sanpoil
246. fish spear two prong
handle .SKOl.ksn
three prong witsk
handle and all losmln
247. fish hook kaakaitla
Colville
248. fish net
long
bag
249. fish line
250. sinker line
agwei.n
mulamsn
kelhatcamln
251. bark canoe tie ‘1 tie ‘e
252. dug out canoe .stalEm
253. paddle
254. deer
255. white—tailed deer
256. mule or bIk-tail '
257. mule
258. buck
259. doe
260. fawn
(when spotted)
261. stallion
ot S E l t s n
tukotups
tlâtcinsm
.stültsa 
po alaxkEn 
téultsa 
skokEtlél.t 
tluktlàky 
nmElEkwope1st
sLatcinsm
, stulltsa
262. mare
263. colt
.smoEtcxEn
kai ê.k
264. horse
265. cat
266. sheep
267. pig
CEnticaskaxa
pus
maE 'ta
likâ.sâ
.s .nlcaskaxa 
le moto 
lakôso
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Lake
246. .nmenepp
witsky
247. kâkaitia
248.
.stEmôss
m u l a m s n
249. katcipElatEn
250. k E n . s â x . n
Okanaaan
kekats 
.nahâzkotsn 
(n hezotin)
sxEHExapia
251.
252.
253 . 
254,
255 .
256 .
257. 
258 . 
259. 
260 .
.skelilXy tlê.
.sxalxEléoi
stàlEm
OtSEitEn
.stlâtcxnEn
ntokEtups
.stôlEtsa
poàlExkEH 
têuitsa 
skokEtlé.It
staiem
sLatcxnEm
261.
nmEImElakwapast 
262. .skEmôEtsxEn 
263 .
kakaxéky
264.
.tcâskâxa
265. pûs
266. lemôtâ
267. ko.kôs 
kâ.sô
tl ka kei
M o d e m  Colville
sxTulqn { O k )
iu?mxn (Ok ) 
iewmxn
nTactn
stmus
?âx«'iyn
muîman
k?acxpla?tn
kèafcmxn ( O k )
knnsafyntn (Ok )
À?i?
sqilx* À?x?
gaixlxwl
staim
ucltn
s&a?cxnm
tek'-tups ( Ok )
s&a?cinm
stulca?
stulca?
pwalxkn
txwlca?
sk*ak*Àxit
Àek*&âk*
nmalk"âpa?st
nmalmelk”apa?st
smucxen
q?xk
qaqi?ik
sanklca? sqaxa?
-sqâxa?
pus
lamoto
k*uk"ùs
koso
k*usu
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English
268. cattle or kine
269. antelope
270. buffalo
271. " bull
272. " cow
273. " calf
274. grisly bear
275 ,
276 .
blk bear 
beaver
277, badger
Sanpoil
.stsmallt 
.stai én 
kospétsa 
.stsulsm 
, stEHiallt 
kulkElelux
ssmaxaikEn 
,skEmaxist 
.stOnEX
oxiexotxEn
Colville
(tcexai)
(tcaxai) kilauEna 
SERiaxékEn
.stunEX 
,skElau
278. Chipmunk
279. squirrel
280. flying squirrel
281. ground squirrel
kokstsoia 
a 'iskst 
.s "huphup 
sis .k
ai
282. weasel summer
pspstsewas 
.stkosumEn
283. weasel winter
284. mouse
285 , short-tailed 
mouse
286. rat
287. muskrat
288. otter
289. raccoon
spapEltsa
kweXykona
putlaux
hyéut
saanéxy 
Elt, ‘ku 
mahu.ya
,spapElksa 
1 kâm 
kwÉkwoxEna
pulaux
290. porcupine
291. skunk
292. dog
kwël.ken 
. snEkstia 
kowapa
293. timber wolf
294. coyote
295. fox
296. lynx
striped lynx
.ntsê.tcEn 
SEnkElep
,sxaielux
X ‘PE ‘karn 
wapopxEn
xawailux
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Lake
268. .stomâlt
269. not in country
270. kospitsa
271. stsO&Em
272. stômâlt
273. .skulkulalux
274.
.smExaiEksn
275. .skEmaxist
276. stûnex
277.
S&.XtlkOEpS
278. tsoêa
279. .saiiskst
280. .sxôpxôp
281.
skukweâua
Okanaaan
kilaunan
skimExist
skalau
koktswéa
Modern Colville
stemfalt
st?an (Sp)
q^espica?
scu&em
stemfalt
sk^eik^ialx*
ki?lawna?
semxikn
skemxist
stunx
sqlaw
yx*yx«utxan
q’*eq'*ecwiya? 
?a?isck 
sx^upx^p (S p ) 
?isck
282.
283. spapEltsa
284. k ô x k o n ë  
285 .
p ü l E l a u x
286. hégUt
287. .sânêXu
288. iltE 'ku
2 8 9 . m o x ü y a
290. kwésIkEn
291. .snEkstia
292. k u w a p a
293. .ntsé.tCEn
294. .s.nkElip
295 .
x o w a i s l u x
296 .
x o w a p o p x E  n
tcitck,.
{pE tsus)
kekowap
ntsatCEn
sxnkîlép
leikam
spâpqica?
ieikam
krik"x*na?
puila?x*
hiwt
s?anix~
ItkTu?
mhûya?
q*ilqan
snekstiya?
kkwapa?
kkwap
ncicen
ssnkiip
xT?*ilx*
pkam
wapwp^n
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English
297. mtn lion
or cougar
298. mtn sheep ram
ewe
lamb
299. mtn goat
300. elk
301,
302 .
303 .
caribou 
female 
calf 
moose 
rabbit 
small timber rabbit 
snowshoe rabbit 
jack rabbit
Sanpoil 
SE 'waa
yilikElExksn 
.stSEmiltsa
.sxotléa 
papallatsa
none
.sxazElEks
supsllna
xananik
Colville
.s .wa.
i l i k wulexkEn 
tcaxai .stCEméltsa
sxottlé
tExâts
small run rocks &
timber S & E  Columbia sxElotEks
304. m a r t e n
305. fisher
306. mink
307. wolverine
308. m a r m o t
mountain
c o m m o n
hoary
309. a n t l e r s  k o m E k a i n
310. tail
311. hair of animal
312. hoof
313. claw
314. bluebird
.Syiups
.spom.t 
kwoxkainEXE n 
same as fingernail 
.nEkwaimils
315. bluejay
316. blackbird
kwâxske
tlîktlakEk
317. redwinged "
318. catbird
OROReWU
.s.uésn sawen
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Lake
297. so wâa
298. l l i k W E l i x k s n
none
none
299. .sxotle
300. papailatsa
301. .sti iitsa
. s .nekEitsa 
kEksallk 
.sxasElEks302.
303,
.spspElina
kwak.tsi
Okanaaan
papelats
spepBlina
spepElina
xananik
Modern Colville
s?*a?
swa^
ylik*lexqen
scmiica?
pa?pa?l9aca?
styviica?
snikica?
sxaselqs
spepllna?
vananikn 
sq"aq*ci? ( S p )
SXElotEkS
304. pêpEkES
305. tsertüps 
tsaxalitcsn306
307
308
309,
k w o i t a m i n
.kLotsi 
.s ô p â n t C E n  
skûi.ku 
t E )kômkâin
310. si OEpS
311. .spômEt
312. .skElepExas ?
313. kwokwoxkainEXEn
314. .n.kwai.mlls
315.
k.wa. skain
316. tlEktlâkEk
317. not there
318. sowâx.n
ulfOps
, spurn.t
kwoxkwoxkainEXEn
kwoiaua ? 
k^oiske
(tliktlakEk) 
(oRORewu)
.swéwEn 
(swawEn)
sx&utqs
pipqs
crtups {O k ) 
ceçiicn ( Ok ) 
q'^itmin (Ok)
wp
sk*uyk*i (ok)
tq«amqin
wl-aps (Sh)
syups
spumt
nq*aymils
q"ésqi?
ÀekÀà?kek 
warweriwa? (Cm) 
werweriwa? ( C m ) 
swiwn ( T h )
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English
319. crow
320. mourning dove
Sanpoil
xa.xa
xamishamis
68
Colville
321. duck all kinds xwatxwat
var.
322. golden eagle
323. white headed
eagle
baldhead
324. meadow lark
mslsksnups
pskalskain
âétckôla
sistl.xom
325. robin Esaesxa
326. blue grouse
327. prairie chicken
328. willow grouse
329. fool hen
330. goose
331. swan
332. crane
333. heron
^ o ^ a i u i
skwakwElok
susuwas
kosxuxu
skwokwElok 
sûsBwés
334. hummingbird 
3 35. hawk
336. small red hawk
xonamxona 
iaia.ky 
etce etc
337. night hawk or
goatsucker
338. bat
339. king bird
pa.s
.ntanawitcia 
kESEmskessm
340. king fisher
341. loon
tsa ris
â .SÛEl
3 42. swallow
blueback
mamoktCEn
nkwoikwoiakEn
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Lake
319. xâ.xa
320. hamxshamis 
not (here
321.
sisLxom
322. nœlEkEnüps 
323 .
pEkailEkaln
Okanagan
xa.xa
hamisxEitiîs 
(hamishamis) 
( .shixia) 
xôtExôt 
gwatgwat 
lula
324.
wâyyé-tckola 
3 25. osEwas
326. kwokwai ui
327. skwakwalok
328. .sosuwas
329. .sxuxulàm
330. kosxxu
331. pâkamix 
3 32. .skwoâa
333. skolaxan
334. xonâmxona 
335 . lEiâj&u
336. êtcEetc
337. pa.S
pakElkaîn 
spElEkwaks 
a. étckola
kolëkEk
hwahwaxui
skokwEluk
sguxElam
ekosûx
spakEmxEx
.skoraxan
(.sétuEn)
yikexk 
(yekeik)
M o d e m  Colville
xafxa?
hamishamis
x*a?tx"et ( O k )
seskx^m (Sp) 
melqnups
pqelqxn
fàyck"ala? 
9*a?*âyck-ala? 
?*eyswxsxa? 
sk"k*lâlq* (Sp) 
x“'yi
sq-'âq'^lalq"
sawswfas
sx"x"iàm
k*six**
spaqmxx
sk*a?s (Ok)
skrarxân
s?xtwan
%Tnamx*nam
ialâk*
y y i c y a c  (Ok)
(pas-)pvas
338 .
339.
n )tanawéa
kEsekEsê
340. tsarês
341. â.SUEi 
cLSU . 1
342. mâmokstEn
ka^séla 
(kwossxla )
a séuEl
(nkekatzkoi ?)
ntanwicya?
stanwaya?
Icsamkism
carxs
?asu?i
mâjnq"can
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English
343. magpie
344. owl
345. raven
346. snipe
Sanpoil
rainsn 
.s nina 
yütlug 
wilEwel
Colville
an.n
not sure
347. chickadee
348. ptarmigan
3 49. hudson bay bird
350. ruffed grouse
351. buzzard
352. chicken
353. egg
354. shell of egg
. skakaka
a . usa
le pül 
le kôk 
â . ûza
. SEnkalEitiEnxEmep
355. feather
356. wing
357. bird
358. fish 
35 9. salmon
360. trout
361. white-fish
.nteteEX
fiCEl
xixoiotcEn
nitxEX
fic.i
xoiotCEn
362. clams
363. frog ,swarak
364. toad
365. lizard
366. snake
.sminap 
kekelExéus 
xaxaulox xa•alox
367. rattlesnake
368. rattle of " tsalumxn
369. turtle
370. ant
ârsiky
.sxuxia
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Lake
none343 ,
344. .snina
3 45. iyûtElux 
3 4 6 . wiiuwii
347 .
348 , 
349, nealken 
,nmeaiksn
350,
351, 
352 . , skaXa aka
353. â û s a
354.
s k a l m u x E m i t s a
355.
356 .
357 .
358 .
359. .nteté^x
360. p î c E i
361. tCEtElkwaikst 
XOiÔtCEIÏ
362.
363. .swârâk
364. .smînâp
365. kEIkElaxéus 
366 .
.skokawilBXEX 
367. xaxaûlox 
368 .
tsaatân
369. arsîku
370. ,.sxûxia
Okanagan
e y u d E l u g
wllEWEè
( S W Ü E W i i  ) 
t s E s k à k E n a  
nâl.kn
k E l k E l a k i t  ?
.tstukwam 
n o x E m s  né i k w E 11
.nauzatEn 
(.nâuzakain) 
stikpist 
skowaxen 
s 'kekaku 
kakXElEx 
nte tésx
skukoRêna
. s )warikEXEn 
.s menàp
.nkwoxkanupatEn 
< kwoxkEnupatEn)
M o d e m  Colville 
Van
snina? 
yûtlex” 
wéw± (T h ) 
wéwle (T h ) 
ceskavkna?
skekvaka?
lipûl
likok
?a?usa?
senkelmx"mips
-ica?
n?a?ûsa?tn
staqpi?stn
skawaxen
skakvaka?
qaqx*ix
ntityix
pisi
x*x"yùcn (Sp)
sk'*ak*arina?
swarak (S p )
swarakxan
smiynap
kaikaixiws
xcLX?ula?x"
sk'*ax"ilx
xax?ûla?x'"
ci?akstn (Sp)
ca?tan
nkTx~knupto
?arsik*
sx^ux^ya?
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English
371. wasp
372. fly
373. flea
Sanpoil
. s]£o. e 4 
xEmal
kwutEkwétEps
Colville
XEmai
374. louse
375. grasshopper
376. mosquito
377. spider
378. butterfly
379. tree
kote^xa 
.tsantsên 
tcasElaks 
tupEl
pElpaluwitsia
stsîltsal
paluwitcia
380. limb
381. leaf 
382.. bark
383. w o o d
384. stump
S E k l E k E m x k s t s n
patcEkl
kelélox
. s .nhoxtsus
3 85. root
386. fir
387. yellow pine
388. blk pine
389. white pine
saxuhwep
tskélp 
.satkolp 
kolét 
tie.alok
" tskalp
pEkolet
390. cedar est.ok
391. juniper
392. aspen poplar
393. balsam poplar
p û n 4 .p 
m î l E t i l . p
m û l o x
(tcaxai) omslEx
394. ta m a r a c k
395. spruce
396. w i l l o w
397. n a r r o w  w i l l o w
398. c a m a s  raw
399. c a m a s  c o o k e d
400. s o a p  b e r r y
tcêkolox
stEsllp
paxpoxlp
hauelp
,sxosEm
papa ail.p
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Lake Okanaaan M o d e m  Colville
371. .SkOEi .s ko.El sq«u?4
372. XEmâit XEinâl xmTaèt
373. kwutEkwitEps k*eik"it@ps
& kwutlkwitlps
374. kotéuxa ( q* )k“'tix*a?
375. tsEntsan cncTan
376. .SElaks si lâks slaqs
377. tdpel tupai
378. paluwitcia palwicya?
& PElpaluwitsia palpalwicya?
379. .stSBltsal calcâl
atCErip cyip (Ok)
380. SEkliksmikstEn kEIkElEXEmikstEn tkalkalxmikstn
381. patCEkl pâtCEkl packi
382. kaililux kelélex kililx*
383 . sxêxtsé
384. .nxoxtsûs nx«ux«cus (Ok )
tsaulipà sa?x"ip (Ok)
385. . Srâugwê.p . saxuhwéjp sa?x*ip (Ok)
386. tske é±p cqÎ4p
387. .satkolp s?atk*èp
388. kôlé.t q*aq"li?t
389 .
zéuxot
&i?alq*
' zéyXEl 
(zixwa)
390. ?astk* (Sp)
muxiip mxilp
391. pu.l.ip punlp
392. mîlEtxip maitiip
mumalx
393 . mulx
küxtEnéEip )ci7ki?tni4p
394. tcékolex ciq^alx
395. .stEsiip tastiip
stsilp
396. paxpox.ip pax"pax"4p
397 . hawièp
398. .s4wê.11 sy^aiitx^a?
399. étgwa ?itxra
400. .sxôSEm sx*usam
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English
401. service berry
402. straw "
403. rasp "
404. red willow
Sanpoil
sia
sieia
. stEkyemtkem 
xlala
stEkxtstxwlip
Colville
slak
405. " berries
406. bearberry plant
407. balsamorrhiza
plant
408. seed of "
409. flower
410. grass
411. cloud
412. sky
413. sun
.stiktXu 
.sku elESxlp
s.mukaxEniip 
mlkto 
.stsa xku
,skEtxmtamkt
,stEkEmeskst
.sxelaxal.t
414. moon
415. star
416. rainbow
417. fog
418. frost
419. snow
sokeimEn 
skokuCEnt 
skomkomemt s x e n 
sputlet 
. S^Xkyt
.smêkut
420. bail
421. ice
422. water
423. lake
424. creek
425. river
tSESElOSsnt 
.shwûEnt 
sxul.k 
'txkwut
tcEtcuwixa
" tcuwixa
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Lake Okanaaan
401.
75
Modern Colville 
siya?
. siak
402. tEkaimtkEm
403. .xlala
404. .stlktstgy
405 .
406. .skulës
407. .smukaxEH
.smukwaxEn
408. mikEto
409. .stssiku
410.
411. sktEmtamkt
412. stEkEiaaskEt
413. .skwâllt
414. .xalelEnex
415. .skoküCEnt
416. stkwomkwémt SXE n
417. .spütlsnt
418. .sgwikyt
419. .smékot
420. tSESEloSEnt 
tSEXiOS
421. .sgwéiEnt
422. séulko
423. tékOEt
424. tcuwixa
425. tSEmâku
.stsktEktcwilp 
(tcEktcekokiak)
.3 tsaaJtu
.stii
stéa
xai ëiEnex
.skokucent
.s kwiElaux 
.s 'mûkék
.s%wuent
süàk
tëkut
tcuwix
tcetcuwixa
satêtEk
slaq
tqimtqem
ifala?
stikcx"
stektekcx'^iip
stikcx*
skTlis
-lip
smuk*a?xan
smuk'"a?xnlip
miktu?
sc?ak*
styi?
sktemtamt
stlanasqet
sk'-aiit
sxalxTalt
xeyainex*
xayainex*
soqém ( S p )
sk*k"usant
sk* amk'" imcxan
spuiant
sk*iyia?x* (Ok) 
smik*t 
smq~aq* 
scaclusant
sx-'uyant
siwik*
tikrt
cwixa?
cacwixa?
cmaq"
sa?titk~
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English
426. wave
76
Sanpoil
SEniéulEin
Colville
427. eddy SEnsEnsElEntcut
429. rain
429. thunder
430. lightning
431. shooting star
432. wind
433. whirlwind
.s kai.t 
tsaJcstskam 
. swiJcest
.snéut
.sxolxolék,
sakBtskam
sxoleuk
434. mountain
435. plain
small flat 
large area
open country without 
timber
436. valley
437. forest
438. island
439. earth
a.tcE Inaku
kEi.xhasius
.xhasulox
tSEmaku
spilEm
tEiriEXUlOX
440. ground
441. dust
442. mud
443. sand
444. stone
445. salt
446. north & up
country
447. south & down
country
448. west
west Columbia
449. east
lukElox 
sko ul 
.stlokalox 
.skEkapunox 
X Lot 
tsarrt 
.smoxeulox 
lesal
.ne ittlelt.k
lesal
kautimkt
kElautimkt 
.skEluxtan 
. skElvJxtEn
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426 .
Lake
stokkwextkn
427. .s.nsElsElsntcôEt
428. kei.t
429. tsaatskâm
430. sswlkest
431. (.syxauxt es kokucEnt)
432. .snéut
433. .sxuleku
434. tSEmâku
435 .
Okanaaan 
.s .néulEm
.tspantxtku 
.skêxt 
.s .suksEkam 
.s .uwikêst
.snx ut
sxolxulxkom 
( sxolxolakEn )
yiamkwéut
77
Modern Colville
snxwlem
stek«k*xtk'~
senselselencut
-xtk*
sqxt
ceqcqain
s?awkx?st
syax*t sk"k"usant 
snxwt
x«ul
cemaq*
keixsiws
xsula?x*
spâlEm
436.
437.
438 .
43 9. tEmEXÛlôx
440. .siokElaux
441. skoit
442. .Stlokalox
443. kapênôx
444. . xLÔt 
445 .
tcxn lautEm 
ntCEkot 
Eksunuk 
txmxulax 
(skoxpumen) 
(tSEltumux)
.sko Û1 
.stlokalox 
kapkapina 
jtLét
spilam 
canlT^utm 
ncq*ut 
csunk" ( Sp) 
teinx*ula?x“'
s&ukaf la?x'"
sq^uit
sÀukâfla?x*
sqpinavx"
x*ut
car
lisal 
446. .n.x itlElt
447. kautxm.kt 
448 .
sasuzes 
449. sukEtlap
lesel
kcuenkukEma 
.s .nkaxllt 
kautimkt
skaluxtan
skaluxtan
n?l*tk
senqilt
kawtimtk
kal awtimtk
skaIx*tan
s?a-
s)c*iap
skalx^tan
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English
450. black
451. blue
452. brown
Sanpoil
kwai
kwâi
tlkatlElox
Colville
453. grey
454. green
455. yellow
456. white
457. 
450.
459.
460.
461.
462.
463.
464. 
465 . 
466. 
467 . 
468. 
469 .
470.
471.
472.
473.
474.
475.
476 ,
477 .
478 .
479 .
480.
481.
red
roan
chestnut 
(color) 
sorrel 
bay 
1 
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11 
20 
21 
30 
40 
100 
101 
200 
1000 
same
texëlEps
kwei.n
kwerai 
par .k
kwil
tsgwamkEn 
tl kwr.lox
kwore
kwil
naks
asrl
kallrs
mûs
tcrlEkst 
takEmokst 
sispEIsk 
trmEi 
xanot
OpEHEkSt
" E± naks
asil épsnEkst
" El nâks
kal.i opEnEkst
mEs.l opsnEkst
hatcEtcrkst
" El naks
âsils hatCEtcikst
ôpEOEksts "
482. ail
483. fathom
tci a
yayaEt
awépEkst
yaiyast
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LcLke Okanaaan Modem Colville
450. kwa 'a£ tâJcwai (ti) q-'<ray
451. kwa 'ai tekwai (ti) q~?ay
452. kslkàtluy kikéÀalx*
{ .skatlElux)
kwoR 'ré k*ri?
453 . txilps
â. 'pâ. pa?
454. â. ‘kwei.n q*in
tikwai (ti) q«Tay
455 . kwo 'réa te kae (ti) k*ri?
456 . pê.k piq
të pêk (ti) piq
457 . kwi.i ti kwil (ti) k*il
458. tshwàmkEn tshwomksn cxramqn
459. tlkwi.lox kEikwilux kik-ilx-
(skwîlux)
460. kwo 'ré tcokE 're k*ri?
461. kwi. ± kwil k*il
462 . naks naqs
463. as il ?asil
464. kallis ka?iis
465, mûs mus
466 . tcxlEkst cilkst
467. iâkzmaskst taqemkst
468. sispslEk sispelk
469. tilHEi timl
470. xExanut (x)xanût
471. épsnEkst ?upankst
472 . " El naks ?upenkst i naqs
473 . asil épsnEkst ?asl?up@nkst
474. " El naks ?asl?upankst i naqs
475 . kai ôpsnEkst ka?ilup@nkst
476 . iciE siépEnEkst masi?üpankst
477. hatSEtcikst xccikst
478. " El naks xatcatcîEkst si naks xccikst 1 naqs
47 9. asii hatSEtcikst asîlEs xatcEtci.ksts asal xaccikst
480. épsnEkst .shatSEtcikst ?upankst xaccikst
481. ts.hailt cxiit
wei way
482. tci 'â cya?
483. .sgwlpskst
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English
484. here
485. there
Sanpoil
al à 
e kslé
80
Colville
486. this
487. this Side
488. that
ê.xë
ë.kElé
489. that side
490. outside
491. inside
kEmkEnelgu
kslanexot
492. far
493. near
494. year
495. month
496. day
497. night
498. dawn
499. sunrise
.lekot 
kxkat
,s .nkospxntEk
xai élEnax 
.sxElsxalld
.s .nkokoatc 
. s .npaaktcxn
4.kokwast
(tcaxa >lekot
500. morning
501. noon
502. sunset
503. dusk or evening
504. evening
505. to-day
506. to-morrow
507. day after
tomor row
508. yesterday
509. day before
yesterday
.4 kokwast 
.ntsoxkaxn
Eksa auSES
kaksEs
âpBnàskzlaxat
xalap
néyXexeaxElap 
p é .stsélt 
kEla4eskEt
{tcaxa4) kokwast 
ntxptEpéus
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Lake
484. al ‘a.
485.
ka ‘xèi
486. â.xa.
487. kBl 'a
488.
yea ‘xe,
489. kai 'a
490. ntEkamkEnélXu
491. kElanexôt 
ksnanexét
492. a)le kôt
493. kxkat
494. .nJtospéntEk
495. xaiâiEnEx
496. xElaxâll.t
497. .nkok^Eâtc
498.
XElàp
499.
.skutlap
500. eikokwâs( t
501. ntooxkain
Okanagan
y exe
skamkEnilx,,
kEntCEnül&u
.szElpzanux
sxtket 
.snkokoatc
.s 'kutEiptan 
.ikokwast
81
M o d e m  Colville 
alà?
àJclî? ( Ok ) 
ka?xi? 
axa? 
k±a?
ikli? (Ok)
ya?xi?
kaiâ?
tkemknxix"
(s )kemknilx*
&lanyx"ut
klanyx'-'ût
ken cen?uix"
lk*ut
kxka?t
rik^espxntk
-nux*
xyâènex"
sxelxfalt
senk~ek'"?âc
cenpa?qcxn
xlap
ik*ek*?âst
sk*Àap
sk*ekptân
ik"ek"?âst
ntax*ex*qxn
502. EksâuSES
503. nkukuâtc
504.
505. âpEné.
506. hElâp
507.
hElâp kElxaxElax
508. .tspx.stSEè
509. kEiâ pê.stse
kîlaux <p) 
xalxal.t
ksa?uses
nkrek*?ac
qaqses
sklax"
?apnà? sxalxvalt 
sxalxvélt 
xalâp (Ok )
xlap
pi?sci±t
ki-
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English
510. now
511. by & by
after a while
512. saddle
513. bridle
514. cinch
Sanpoil
apsna
nâ.
ai.xéxa
ntSEloxkeskaxatsn
la baid
nlêaxJcwoltEn
kEioEnkskaxatEn
Colville
(tsaxa).ndokgeskaxatEH
labaid
nloaikwotEn
515. lariat hatskaxatEn
luxpustEn
516. whip
517. hobbies
518. spur
519. crupper
520. broom
521. comb
522. clock
523. pocket knife
524. fork
kaiuxskâxatsn
lEkElEkxEnskaxatEn
tSEltSElépoiXEn 
kElups skaxatEn
kElukwélEptEn 
kElaxolEptEH 
stexEmén 
xai alEnox
ntEktEkomut ia 
LakoptcintEn
.nskatseus
aekxEnskaxatEn
lulâ.wap
525. hay fork Lakopemen
526. hoe exalule„xtEn
527. hammer ntsaaxkaintEn
528. kettle
529. plow
530. scissors
ti kap 
telulaxtEn 
le si 'so
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Lake
510. apen 'à.
511.
psnEkin
512. .ntsElegwlkeskaxa
513. la.bald
514.
515 .
BXElEpenkskaxa
iuxpûstEn
516. kaiuXSkaxatE n
517. slikElikxEnskaxa
Okanaaan
apEna.
eixÉxa
nlaeksntEn
tskEmnOstsn
kaiXySkaxatEn
nlekaxEnskaxatEn
83
Modern Colville 
Tapna?
ayxaxa?
penkxn
ncelx^sqaxa?
ntek*ki?sqaxa?tn
laprit
ivawstn
c±iq*ncsqaxe?tn (Sp)
nlakentn
?acsqaxa?tn
iex^pustn
cqmnustn
nqciws
qx^sqaxa^tn
Vlk -xan -sqaxa? ( -tn)
518. StSEltSElepElEKEn
519. kEiupskaxatEn
520. kElaxEleptEn
521. .stexamin
522. xai aisnux 
523 . lulauapa
524.
Lakomsn
525.
nkai eus (tEn) 
526, exaluloxtEH
527 .
nko InimEp-tE n
528. tl kap
529. tElüloxtEn
530. lesiso
tSElepl&En 
tIkopskaxatEn
L hwilEptEn
iuklakptcxntEn
lukamxn 
(lukamxn)
nlikpatEn 
(yikpatun)
Lkap
tElulaxtEn
kErkarmxn
scalcliplxan
-upsqaxa?tn
nlq*upstn
kl?ax"alptn
-ilptn
staxmxn
xyalnax*
niais'ap
ik^pcxntn
Àk"^ak*pcxntn (Ok)
VÀk'~p
nqa?xwstn
?axlula?x'"tn
nlxqptn
nca?qxntn
lkap
tlula?x*tn-
lesiso
karkarmin
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English
531. table
532. gun
533. ramrod
534. bullet
535. caps
536. powder
537. gold
538. copper
539. silver
540. iron
541. lead
542. coat
543. vest
544. shirt
545,. pants
546. pocket
547. shoes
548. boots
549. stockings
550. ribbon
551. shawl
552. bread
Sanpoil 
. ssnkElilEntsn
SElolamén.k
.nogwekomsn
milEmélok
laxu kaxntEn 
.npokomen 
kokoRê.t
skorâkan
peksxEn skalau 
ulolem 
tskailEn 
le kapo
stikEnkEnpâxEn
lâs mxst 
xiax 4aux 
.8 xaitlEXEn
kaaxan 
.stEStasxEn
.SEnsxsoxEn
kslèepEmén 
lé sal 
le kalât
Colville
(tcaxa)las m ést
. s.nkotlEXEn
553. flour
554. sack
555. matches
.stse jçwâk. 
le pârén 
LakEna 
SErozésElEp
laparin
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LcLke
531.
la tâb
532. CElolamin.k 
53 3. . sJcElujEwén.k
534.
,tskai.tlEn
535. xluxEp.kaln
536. .npokomln
537. koRéEt
538. .skorâkan
539. no name
540. ülolém
5 41. same as bullet
542. le kâpé
543. ksnkEnpâxEn
544. làsEmlst
545. .3 haitlEXEH
546.
547. Itaaxân 
548 .
.soloailaxEn
549. .nsisogEn
550. kEliepEmîn
551. li sél
552. .nkai 'ât
553 ,
554. 
555 ,
Okanaaan
cululamînk
nhwôkEmEn
(yiustsn nhwokanœn)
.tskélEn
luxkarntEn 
.npokEmln
kokoResxEn
.s kwêi 
.spekaisxEn 
ululim 
same as ttullet 
kapo 
kapôt
sluxluxpaxEn 
la SEinist
. s . nkomsn
npâ.rin
. nEkpaxEiHEn
SEnsisoxEn
èxp.min
lisal
SEntElÛlOX
lipâ.
.n parxn
same
85
Modern Colville
snk±?ilntn
latâp
swlwlmxn
snvayustn
melmilk*
cqxlan
npk^min
k*ak*rx?t
k^ak^risxan
sk"ra?kân
q"?ay
pxqsxan (sqlâw ) 
wululim {O k ) 
cqxlan 
Ikapû
IcanJcanpâxan
sèax*4ax*paxan
lasmxs(t)
iaiâx*
asxîÀxan
sank*uman
qa?xan
stastfasxan
(sa )nsiswxan 
nq^ûÀsn (S p ) 
kèapmin
Ikalât
scx~aq*
Iparxn
kâqna?
(Sp)
{ n )kpaxmant
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English Sanooil Colville
556 . sugar ±.axt taxyt
557 . tobacco smangu
558 . whisky seulky
559. fingerring ksnspEkainEkst "
560. mirror
.slâuskainskst 
atsxEntcutsn tt
561. picture .skElkai.ntcut "
562 . school-house . s . runamaxatEn "
563 . church
.5.nkai.min 
.s .nkiomsn "
564. pencil iipamxn "
565 . paper
kalamxn
kaismin ( tcaxa )kai. mxn
566. 
567 .
road
road or trail Exawxi „
568. wagon road
569 . wagon .ntsukEmxn
570. bridge .naxaleus
xdlo.k
luâkin
571. train tEkâtCElExâll .k
572 . steamboat stënbot "
573 . telegraph ka^gwaus "
574. telephone kwolkwoltxus
575. interpreter .nmê.tcxn
576. I En tea
577 . thou anEwé
578 . he she it tCEnii tcaxa tCEnii
'579. we nEmnxmEitEt
580. you nEmnxmeitCElEX nEmnxmEltSElEX
581. they tCEnxlElEX tCEnilElEX
582 . to go outside a.tska
583 . to go inside .nôlgu
584. to strike with
fist stcixitsa
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Lake
556.
li sîkur
557. .smànEX
558. si llko
559. kEtiEpEkaxnEkst
560. atsxantcû.tEn
561. tl kaien tcuEt
562. .s.nmamaxEtEn
563. . nkaoEHUsn
564.
kai.mxn
565. kai.min
566. .ts.tskumEnaks
567. axawxl 
568 .
569. .ntsukEmxn
570,
571.
572 .
573 . 
574.
575 .
576 .
577 .
578 .
579.
580.
581.
582 .
583 .
584.
naxaléus
axEktsilixâl. ko
stinbôt
uwaxu
.nmé.tcxn
En tea.
anu wé
tSEnxlts
nEiitE n IniE 1 tE t
nEm£nim£ltcElEx
tCEniltSElEX
tCEnkUStCElEX
âtska
gwoEX kEnanexôt 
tsantis
Okanaaan
li ce^kEr 
sman.x 
.smanx 
sxuikn
atsxEntcûtsn
nku-lshëlXii tsn 
. s . nka.RiEn 
kai.min 
.s.kai 
xewii
.s.nkwallks
le wagin 
.nhaxalêus 
katcElEX éllk 
stinbot
.nmêtcin
ëntca
ânui
tcxnxltct 
mnemxmltEt 
mnemin 
tcin lit
Mod e m  Colville
taxt
lisuker
smanx*
siwik*
kenpqxnkstn
sla?*sqxnkst
Tacxsncùtn
skeiqeÿncut
s e nma 7 may a? t çi
senqeÿmxn
nk*ûilx*tn
sanka?*m@n
senkâfmen
iepmin
qeymxn
qaymxn
sqaÿ
cck*mnaqs
xwil
senk*aiqsem 
ncak*mxn 
x*olq (Sp)
n?exlxws
qcslxâlq*
tq*lq"ltiws 
nmiycin 
incâ? 
anwx? 
cnilc 
mnimitât 
mnimicelx 
cnièc(-six)
?âcqa?
n?uix*
x*ùyx kla nyx*ut 
ca?ntxs
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English 
585. to kick
Sanpoil
tErakaiitsa
88
Colville
586. to drink
587. to eat
588. to talk
589. to cry
590. to sing
591. to laugh
592. to walk
seust 
liEnEX 
kolakail.t 
tsaj£wak
.nkwEnix
a i.ntcut 
hwxst
tso tsoukamix 
nkwantcanax
593. to dance
( general name) tERakam
594. to hunt , spëx tscpex
595. to go
596. to go home
597. to come
598. to run
599. to swim
awuix
hwuEèhwûEX
tsxwuix
kaxtCElEXEX
ksrax
600.
601,
602,
603
604,
605
to swim across 
to cross water 
to reach over 
water to opposite 
side
to go downstream 
canoe 
to go upstream 
canoe 
hungry
nkEREmyxus
taj&Em
tCEkak.lan skot
âXyt
kewxlix
éluxt
taksm
tEkap
âXyt
kowilix
606. thirsty ,ntlâm.tCEn
607. good
608. bad
609. cold
.xast
kast
kiEt
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Lake Okanagan
89
Modern Colville
585 .
terkantis
t E l E k a m
586. séu-st
587. xiEH
588. kol.kwail
589. tsEkwako
590. .nkwonim
591. â intcü.t 
592 .
.nEkxam 
593. kweimEntcoBt
594.
péxom 
5 95. gwüia
596. .Igwoi
597.
598. xwu-tl .pEntcu. t
599.
tsotsauix
600. ksramêus
601. takom
602.
talkamix
keram
terqentis
starqam
siwst
?i±en
q-elq^llt
cq"aq*
ceq«q*mix
nk^nim
ken scenk*encana7x
Tayncut (Ok)
x'*ist
nkxam
q*eymncut
sterqmix
sterqam
scpix
pxxem
x*uyx
ix*uy
cx"'uyx
x*etpencut
qxcelx
krâm
cu?cTawlx 
kenniws 
tâqem 
la nsk*ut
603 .
âXijt
604.
kOwilEX
605 .
tskamxltEn
606.
.smaskst
607. xàst
608. kâs.t
609.
tsait
xluxt
LamtCEn
xast
Lkxst
stsait
?ax"t
nkwxlx
?ilx"t
sqmxltn
nÀ?amcen
-xskit
xast
kast
kxyt
cait.
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English 
610. warm
Sanpoil
kwallt
90
Colville
611. which
612. where
613. why
ekln
kElâJcén
hEtsEtsklnEX
614. what
615. who
plural
616. high
617. low
618. up
stim 
swEet 
sô.wl.t 
Enawist 
ye ’xot
s .wet
619. down
620. across kElantck^ot kElanskwot
621. tall
622. large
623. small
624. long
625. short
626. strong
627. yes
628. no
629. thank you
te^kulox
siluxwa
kuEuma
wisxEn
têta.kat
k i u
ki
lét
lémElxmt
630. come here
631. go away
632. summer
tsgwuEX.kEla
ikwilEXEl
steak,, .stCEaku
633. winter
634. spring
E S i S t E k
•skepts
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Lake 
.610. kwâit
611. kin
612. kâ.kin 
613 .
614. Stim
615. .suèt
Okanaaan
s ’koatc
kâ.kin
stim
Modern Colville
krait
sq*?ac
kin
ka?kin
sc?kinx
ka?kin
stim
stim
swit
616. .nowist
617. yexü.ta 
618 .
619.
620.
621. 
622. 
623 . 
624. 
625 . 
626. 
627.
628 , 
629,
kan sko.t 
.tekûlok 
s i l u œ m  
koiuma 
.nwésxEn 
. t . Jtâkat
kii
lo.t
lémElsmt
6 30. .tshwôi
631. .xtl hwôi
632. .stsaaky
633. si IstEk
634. skeptc
tlaxix 
{tlaxix) 
ok£Ie x 
(oksl) 
kansnskot
siluxa 
kuku uma
kwitskwatst
kokukstux 
.ts hwûix
xwi kEl 2£wûix
eipîcia
ei pi si istEk
.skoâtc
nwist
yxTut
kaè-
?6lq~e? (Sp )
kla nsk*ut
ka nsk*ut
tiq^elq*
silx*a?
k~ek*yuma?
nwlsxen
ttâqa?t
k*eck"act
kiw
ki( y )
lut
limlemt 
k*u k"ukstx* 
cx'”uyx 
akla?
Ix-'uy
selk^ilx
sc?aq"
s?istk
sqipc
sq«?ac
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English Sanpoil Colville
635. fall .s lâm
(autumn) . SEnso ox
636. late fall .skaai "
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Lake Okanagan Modern Colville
635 .
.soxoxwilex su?xwilx
sens?ux
eipi oak 
ei pi kai
636. ka ai xlix skeyxlx
sk?ay
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7.0 Commentary on the Lists
The following notes are based on Teit’s manuscript and are 
numbered corresponding to the preceding lists.
3. tcaxai appears for the first time in this Colville entry. Teit has 
this note on the first page of the San Poil and Colville list;
Colvilles put a 'tcax tea'xai and tcsxai before nearly all
words Okan. kwa before many words Inds at mouth of Spokane
on Columbia use kwai in same way
Variations of this show up throughout the Colville list:
tcaxa, tcaxa, tcei, tcai, tcahai, tCExai, tcaxaix, tsaxa, tsaxai, 
tcaai, tcax, tea, tsa.
These may represent modern Colville cxii, 'like'. They may appear 
enclosed in parentheses, or partially enclosed. After the eighth page, 
they become rare, usually being replaced with ditto marks.
4. Teit has two kinds of ditto marks, appearing as " or d o . The first 
of these appears as d o  in this Colville entry, presumably referring to 
the tcaxai which appears directly above it. Throughout the rest of 
the list, " is usually used to refer to tcaxai or its variants, while
d o  refers to a preceding full entry (as in entry 11). The d o ditto may
refer to an entry above or preceding horizontally. In section 6 I have 
used " to mark both " and d o . If two ditto marks appear an a single 
entry, the first refers to the tcaxai, the second to the main entry 
preceding.
6. Teit had a familiarity with Thompson Salish that is evident in his 
many references to that language in notes along the margins and within
94
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entries throughout the collection. The first such reference appears 
in the Colville list, below the form .stksme.x, 'young woman's "Thomp 
same as woman".
Tïie meaning of these notes is often unclear. In this instance, I 
believe Teit meant that the Colville word given for young woman is 
equivalent to the Thompson word for woman.
13. One would not want to interpret stciim to correspond to modern 
Colville Icim, because Teit's tc represents a non-glottalized c, 
excluding cognacy. That the form is borrowed from Ka-Sp cmis, 'alone*, 
is possible but perhaps unlikely.
15. On page two of the Okanagan list, Teit notes "This list preserved 
to show the manner in which affixes are attached to the beginnings of
certain words." Most of these have been boldfaced by overwriting. The
"affixes" which appear in the Okanagan column include: the possessive 
pronoun in— (first person singular) as in this entry and in 17, 18, 20,
85, 86, 91, 96, 100, 114, and perhaps 129; the s- nominalizer, in
entries 16, 19, 27, 51, 66, 80, 81, 92, 97, 109, 115, 124, and 132; and
hi (evidential) in entries 450, 451, 454, 455, 456, 457.
43. Somebimes Teit vacillated between writing x and h. Often he wrote 
an X over an h, and vice versa. In this particular Sanpoil entry it is 
difficult to tell which was his final decision.
44. The final word of the note following this Colville entry is 
unreadable: "all Colville d . .
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48. The Lake entry for 'stepchild* has a note "same as orphan".
60. Teit gives two Lake forms for ' Chinaman ' based on the root Vlk "to 
tie", with a gloss 'tied knot top of head'. These two forms are 
followed by the note : "Thompson nyikkausken." Note that the 
combinations kyk and kky both represent Ci reduplication 'controllers 
resultive’ (Mattina, p.c.).
70, A note following the San Poil entry for- 'eyebrow' points out the 
"1/2 u 1/2 o sound" of the vowels.
74. TTie Lake entry for 'earlobe' is accompanied by the note: "only 
name no name where ears come out same to end of ear above".
99. Teit has several glosses and entries for forms referring to the 
stomach. A note after the gloss 'belly' indicates that the Lake term 
that follows means "more inside". See entries 98, 136 also.
107. Teit's original San Poil entry appears as tlkEmsnklkstt the final 
four letters are crossed out, and underneath is written -enikst.
112. "no name" is given in place of a form for 'third finger’ in the 
dialects Teit recorded. An informant (Susan Louie) suggested to me 
that the modern form refers to the tradition of a wedding band; 
sla?*sqinkst 'ring finger'.
115. Teit notes that this San Poil entry refers to the whole leg with 
the note "all leg" after the form. This is in contrast to item 116 
(which see).
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116. This entry appears in the English gloss column of the San 
Poil-Colville lists. I have included the form here as a San Poil 
entry, though Teit may have recorded it as part of the nkaaus^g 
dialect.
120. This Colville entry seems to run off the edge of the page. The
suffix was probably recorded as xzn, though only the x remains. In the
entry above, 'ankle', Teit noticed his lack of space and wrote the 
suffix beneath the main entry.
126. Teit notes under the o of the Sanpoil "small toe' entry that the 
sound heard could have been o "or u".
136. Following the Lake entry for stomach is the note;
"kwalkwotkwitsps lots of fl . . ." The final word is not
decipherable, but is likely to be 'fleas': k*etk*ltps.
141. The unusual hyphen appears in this Sanpoil entry due to the fact 
that Teit had to rewrite the initial part of the entry over a 
crossed-out form.
193. At the top of the seventh page of the Sanpoil list, Teit remarks 
that "Verbal suffixes same as Thomp."
199. Following the Okanagan entry for rootdigger, Teit includes a 
margin note of which the final two words are unreadable: "Thomps 
pitsata __________
206. Teit recorded no San Poil form for 'stilts', but enters the note 
"learned from whites".
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212. The Okanagan form, skwist, is provided as a note in the nkaauSyg 
column of the Sanpoil-Colville lists.
216. The Lake entry is preceded by the gloss "earth lodge k .h ." It is 
not clear what the initials refer to, but perhaps stand for 'kickwillie 
house.'
220. A note following the Sanpoil entry for 'room' states; "also 
called houses."
There are a few entries where no English gloss is given, and these I 
have left out of the list but will point out as they appear. In the 
center margin of the Okanagan list near the 'room' entry Teit has 
circled four forms which have no English gloss, but which appear to 
correspond in pairs:
tuktan (tlenelt) 
paxEip (nkwiteitux ).
tuktan may be Teit's transcription for tk*tan, 'tule.'
226. and 227. These entries are not centered within the columns, 
making it difficult to identify which dialect they belong to. Two 
other forms that show up in the vicinity are texültsatEn, "sweathouse, " 
and ksmalitsatEn, "hot water house."
252. The Lake entry equivalent to 'dugout canoe' is glossed in an extra 
note as "white man's canoe."
254. A note following the form sLatcinsm states that the term 'means 
any kind of deer including moose elk +c but also often used in 
general sense for the common small deer."
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256. The Colville entry includes a note indicating the term is the 
"same for mule." See 257.
257. Teit notes that this Sanpoil form is the "name for mule in 
Columbia Nespelem + Colville also for mule or Blk tail deer."
269. A note suggesting that the Lake term for 'antelope* is the "same 
as San Poil" follows a comment that antelope are not common to the Lake 
area.
273. Teit notes that the Sanpoil term for buffalo calf refers to "calf 
of cattle also."
281. Between the Sanpoil entries for 'squirrel' and 'fox' (295) Teit 
records the form pspEtsewas with the gloss "small grey S + E of 
Columbia." I do not know if he is referring to the squirrel or to the 
fox.
289. The Lake entry for 'raccoon* has the note: "none called sometimes 
moxüya. "
296. The Sanpoil forms Teit recorded for 'lynx' show a distinction 
between "Canada lynx" (xps'kam) and "striped lynx" (wapopxzn).
298. There are no entries for mountain sheep ewe or lamb in the Lake 
list. Teit's note here states there are "none" of either, and that the 
Lake "use same names Nespelem."
300. The Lake term for 'elk' is "also name male caribou".
301. Teit notes here that the Lake term for 'caribou calf is the same 
term as for 'colt.'
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313. Between the entries for 'body hair' and 'claw' on the original 
list, the forms ( skEl.ilaxEn) and xolapEl&En are given with no English 
gloss.
316. The first column of Teit's Okanagan list often contains forms 
other than the English gloss expected. The forms that appear often
correspond to Thompson forms, and are sometimes referred to as such. I
have retained these entries in the list, entering them enclosed in 
parentheses in the Okanagan column.
321. After the regular entry for duck', Teit has a circled notes "lula 
var same Thomp. "
323. Following the Sanpoil entry 'white headed eagle', Teit notes; 
"Thomp name literally stpekslakwaks spElakwaks."
327. Between the Lake entries for 'prairie chicken' and 'willow
grouse', Teit has a note stating "none." It is not clear which bird he
is referring to; forms are provided for both.
333. Teit has the English gloss 'pelican' following 'heron' in the 
Lake list, but no form is given. (Teit does list a Kalispel form for 
this bird. )
336, What appears to be a c/k correspondence in the Northern and 
Southern forms here I have not been able to verify. I can find no form 
containing k. Note also that the initial y may represent a (northern) 
V, (see note 379) thus making the form containing both y, k highly
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irregular. It is most likely the form provided in Teit's Okanagan list 
is based on a root different from that of the southern form.
338. Beneath the n) of the Lake entry for 'bat,' Teit notes "or s."
354, Following the Lake entry for 'shell of egg,' Teit notes; 
"posseseur suffix 's used as Thomps."
360. A circled margin note in the Okanagan list makes reference to 
fish: "tsola fish called xomina by . . . "
379. The prevelar voiced fricatives v, v are rare in Interior Salish, 
occurring in the Northern Interior languages and the northern Okanagan 
dialects, corresponding to y of the Southern dialects. It is 
interesting to note Teit heard and recorded this sound in at least this 
one entry. In the only other forms Teit recorded which might contain
V, he does not mark the sound (see entry 336).
389. Below the Sanpoil form for white pine, Teit notes the form is
"lit. canoe tree used bark for canoe."
393. Teit was unsure of the gloss for the Lake form given as 'balsam 
poplar'. Two notes follow the entry; "?" overwritten with "white 
pine;" and below written "possibly white pine."
404. The gloss 'red willow' is crossed out and rewritten in the Lake 
list, though the form given is for the red willow berry.
409. Just before this entry are English glosses for Eleagnus and 
Eleagnus seed, , No forms are given. '
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410. Below the Okanagan entry for 'grass' there is a circled notes
p E S E n é u i t E n  alkali grass 
tloxka. nearly the same
Thomp + Okanage
433. In the right hand margin next to the entries for eddy and 
whirlwind, Teit has a circled note without an English gloss: "nakwist 
nkoôt".
439. It is not clear from Teit's list whether tssltumux has the same 
gloss as skoipumux. tssltumux appears directly below the gloss.
445. The following notes accompany the Sanpoil forms for 'salt's
tsarrt common former name anything like salt 
.smoxeulox alkali + salts in ground 
le sal sometimes used white man's salt
501. Teit notes following the Colville entry: "this also used formerly 
by Okan + Nespelem + Moses."
522. The Lake entry immediately following 'clock' is 'watch.' A ditto
mark indicates the forms are identical.
534. Teit's Okanagan entry for 'shot for gun' says only "same Thomp" 
and gives neither the Thompson nor Okanagan forms.
539. In the Okanagan entry, a subdot plainly appears below the second 
s. Often there are stray dots in Teit's recordings, and I have had to 
eliminate many of them as inkblots. In this case, I have retained the 
subdot.
The Lake entry with this gloss contains the note: "no name called 
white sometimes." '
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542. The two forms given in the Okanagan list for 'coat' are from the 
masculine and feminine forms for the French 'greatcoat, bonnet’s m. 
capot, f. capote.
564. .slelap appears after a left parenthesis spanning the height of 
two lines. The parentheses and form are situated between the nkaaus^z 
and Sanpoil columns, making it difficult to determine which dialect 
they belong to.
566. Above the bake form for 'road', Teit has the notes "tsküm Tho. 
to pull,"
568. In a note next to the term for 'wagon road, * Teit points out that 
this Okanagan form is the "same as ntcuaussn in Thomp.”
581. The two forms tcEniitcElEX and sôwxEt appear with the gloss 
'they' in the Sanpoil list, but have been crossed out in favor of the 
term appearing here.
588. Between the Sanpoil entries 'to talk' and 'to cry,' Teit notes 
"these ks almost w sound behind them." All "these ks" correspond to
/ q V .
613. 'Why' is the "same as where" (612) in the Lake dialect, according 
to Teit's note.
6 32. Teit recorded unusual terms denoting the seasons in Okanagan.
The four terms provided for summer, winter and autumn begin el pi, 
notiling akin to the forms recorded in the other dialects. Kuipers 
(1973) comments, on an element pi?- found in Thompson, each example of
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its use making reference to time : spi?héwt, yesterday; pi?sté?, when?; 
also Cr s-pintc, year; Cr pin(t)c, always. Perhaps it is this element 
which appears in Teit’s Okanagan entries for the seasons (see 635; also 
494, 508).
7.1 At the end of the Okanagan lists are the following notes and
entries. They are written in the faded ink typical of the Thompson
entries and English glosses of the Okanagan list,
smoke bird 
kwan 
sin. kwa 
Rk woaa 
skoxilu
skotiko paq
Fraser names
Canchin 
askettih 
'Nailgemugh 
Hakemaugh 
stamin 
ackinrow 
swhanemugh
Lytton
nation Lillooet askeatcks Ind
little below Boston bar 
Thompson Hakaomugh
boundary between two nations 
stalo 
Okanagan
(Two entries here are crossed out)
skowtous tribe Nicola Nowisisken chief
smee—haat—loo Nicola Lake
Wha-hat-challoo otter mtn at "
(Two entries here are too faded to read)
Nicoutamuch 
Nicouta-mun Thomp
Loquilt Inds live winter Anderson Lake + summer (unreadable) 
Kootoomin tribe Sp Edge 
lokyâtkwa
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The following notes appear in dark ink in the margin alongside the 
notes on Fraser names, the first corresponding to 'askettih*:
from .skai.tok
place near Lillooet 
or asketi 
Skookum Chuck 
Low Lillooet
or from .s 'hlttl cut, incised
.settl may be from
.shé±a
meaning to come out. Place where people disemb(ark?)
or where fish taken out.
anything discharged
hetlEta = thou discharged it or
put it out as something out of a vessel.
On a separate page (p. 3) of the Okanagan list are these entries in 
Lake, Sanpoil and Columbia, etc.:
Lake
iltcEniwaltsn sticks along gunnel of canoe
naxaleusltsn long sticks passing from end to end of canoe
nerEkweuEltsn bent sticks crossing canoe
tekeuséultEn cross sticks connecting gunnels ( . . . )  sticks
gunnel sticks + long sticks cedar
cross pieces tsakytSEky^Eip wood
paklan bird cherry bark {used for tying)
( margin note ) kux±Enxm bark used {white pine)
sEnxanEXEneultEn flat movable framework of rods or slats tied
together used in bottom of canoe ( . . . )
tsElituktEn pole for canoe
otsEitEn paddle ”
Sans Poil Columbia
pi.tsa pa.tsa rootdigger
.stEpits én .tskwakwaièâtstEn " handle
txtcamen ôxEmétstEn pestle?
Okan. + Lake
karna dry needles of yellow pine
PEk.lan Thomp tuEX, pâklan Birdcherry bark
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8.0 Teit's vocabularies provide some information which may 
contribute to the study of certain sound changes in the Interior Salish 
languages. In particular, Teit has recorded forms pertinent to: a) the 
a-i shift described by Boas and Haeberlin (1926) and redefined by 
Kinkade and Sloat (1972); b ) the tracing of the emergence of the 1/r 
distinction discussed by Kinkade and Thompson (1972), and Kuipers
( 1973); c) pharyngeal movement as discussed by Mattina (1979); and d) 
the recording of n as 1 (and vice versa) in several forms.
8.1 Boas and Haeberlin described two a—i shifts in the Interior
Salish languages. The first of these involved the fronting and raising
of /a/ to /!/ in the Okanagan dialects and in Kalispel, Pend d'Oreille,
and Coeur d'Alene; Lillooet, Thompson, Shuswap Spokan and Columbia
retained /a/. At the time of Teit's recordings, it seems this shift
was not yet completed in the Okanagan dialect. The following examples
show the low back vowel in Teit ' s list corresponding to modern forms
containing /i/.
293, timber wolf ntsatcsn ncicen
318. catbird (swawsn) swiwn
355, wing stikpâst steqpi?stn
435. plain spAlsm spilem
The second a-i shift described by Boas and Haeberlin moved in 
just the opposite direction: they proposed that in some cases, /i/ 
became /a/, Kinkade and Sloat (1972) supply Columbian and Coeur 
d'Alene evidence suggesting that this was not an i-a shift at all, but 
a separate sound change developing from forms with Proto—Interior 
Salish ='3, They suggest that the i used in Boas' and Haeberlin ' s data
106
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is Lhe result of misrecording: "All examples cited [by Boas] have been
recorded in Cm by Kinkade as having a (often of a rather high variety, 
but quite distinct from i), and in Cr by Sloat as having e" (1972:28).
Teit provides three Okanagan forms where orthographic î
corresponds to stressed /a/ of modern Colville. At first glance, these
forms look like evidence for an i-a shift.
608. b a d  Ü c î s t  ]cast
363. frog . s ) w a r l k E X E n  swaraJ^an
115. leg e s s t s ô g l n  s c a w x a n
In almost every other instance, Teit's î corresponds to modern 
/a/. The modern Colville /a/ is phonetically central and high in these 
forms (Mattina, p.c.), suggesting that Teit's [a], recorded as î, is 
equivalent to modern /a/.
Kinkade and Sloat suggest the following PIS vowels in roots
corresponding to Teit's forms:
*3i > Cm a, Cr e kast/èés(t)
*a > Cm a, Cr a wark/wârâ
*̂ a > Cm a, cr i -xan/-ëin
> Cm, Cr a scu?-xan/s-cu?-san
It appears that *ai and *a* differ only in stress assignment.
In example sea, the PIS a receives stress and is realized as modern Cm 
a, Cr 6, and Colville a. In example 623, the PIS a is unstressed and 
remains schwa in modern forms. It seems that Teit recorded this PIS a
with stress as î in the forms above. Sometime after Teit's recording,
these stressed schwas became a: modern Colville retains no stressed 
schwas.
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8.2 In 1972, Klnlcade and Thompson argued for a Proto Interior
Salish * x  along with *1. *r, first suggested by Swadesh in 1952, was 
reconstructed on the basis of the occurrence of r/r in Cr, Sp, Ok and 
Cm. Its reflex in the other interior languages is 1. Kuipers (1973) 
reassessed the data and showed how *1, under special conditions, became 
r. Teit's data do not necessarily support either reconstruction, but 
do provide some interesting cases to consider. The two roots Vtrq and 
Vk^r appear in three of Teit ' s entries. The Okanagan fozrms appear with 
1 in one root, r in the other. The Lake entries show the opposite. 
These examples may illustrate a change, from either starting point, in 
progress.
585. terakailtsa SPl kick Vtrq
terkantis La
tslEkam Ok
593. tsrakam SPl dance
talkamix Ok
3 33. skolaxan La crane sk*arxan
.skoraxan Ok
Several other examples show related forms sometimes with 1 and 
sometimes with r.
156. kialuxkEn La (k-)yalx*qan
155. ailoxksn SPl
yaloxkEn SPl
skElieroxtcxn Cv
± kerrêrtcin La kaiyrcin
154. s.yelkwaikwElt Ok syirk-alq-it
The three roots Vyal, Vyr and Vyirk'" may be derived from an earlier 
single root. This root may have had the shape *yl or *yr. The 
development of the modern forms would then be the result of several 
conditioning factors, some perhaps outlined in Kinkade and Sloat or in 
Kuipers, some yet to be identified.z?
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8.3 In discussing pharyngeal movement in the Interior Salish 
languages, Mattina (1979) provides the following Shuswap root (from 
Kuipers 1974) as an example of a root which lowers the vowel of the 
attached suffix.
wl-aps antler, horn
Teit supplies an interesting parallel form from his Okanagan list :
309. ul^ops antlers
The process of suffix vowel lowering is credited to the’ shift of a root 
pharyngeal to the suffix in Colville. The Shuswap forms listed with 
lowered vowel's are separated into two groups, one containing roots with 
indeterminate causes for vowel lowering, and the other containing roots 
with 1 (derived from *r) in Cz position. The form provided by Teit in 
his Okanagan list corresponds to the Kuiper's Shuswap form from this 
category.
Teit's r is found elsewhere only in positions corresponding to 
modern pharyngeals (5.1.34). This form may indicate that the lowered 
vowel of the suffix was at one time adjacent to a pharyngeal.
8.4 A typical error in working with Salishan languages is recording 
1 for n, as in Teit’s transcription for 'belly':
99. ès tcolsElénk Ok sq«elcnink.
In three entries containing the particle kl, it appeared Teit had 
"erred" in the opposite direction, recording n for 1.
620. kansnskôt Ok kla nsk'-ut
491. kElanexôt La
kEnanexôt La , kla nyx-ut
583. gwoEX kEhânexét La x*Ciyx kla nyx'^ut
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Kinkade charts the semantically similar prepositional particles of 
Interior Salish in his (1976) discussion:
Th NSh SSh Ok
to we tk-(t)-n //tktn// kl, k
at ne n- n 1
He also provides the reconstructed Proto-Interior Salish forms *kel 
(Ok), *n(e) (Th Sh), and *1 (Ok). Suggesting that the 1 of *kel may be 
segmentable, Kinkade also proposes that the *1 (Ok) and *n ( Th Sh ) 
could be related.
Teit heard n for 1 in the Okanagan forms containing this 
particle. In one Lake entry, Teit gives two forms, one with 1, one 
with n, suggesting variation at the time. Teit's data seem to confirm 
Kinkade’s suggestions, and may indicate proto *n developing into 1 in 
these particles in modern Okanagan.
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1. There are several spellings used as alternates for Okanagan. I 
have chosen this spelling arbitrarily. Boas usually employed the 
spelling Okanagon in works containing Teit's data. Spier also uses the
spelling Okanagon throughout his works; this spelling is no longer in
general use. Mattina and Raufer use another variation, "Okanogan," 
which is the preferred spelling south of the U.S./Canadian Border.
The name Sanpoil also has various spellings, including Teit's "San
Poil", and Curtis' "Sanpoel". Raufer uses both spellings, "Sanpoel" 
referring to the people, and "Sanpoil" referring to the mountain range. 
See sec. 4.2.
2. -There is some discrepancy concerning the first meeting of Boas with
Teit. Boas gives an 1895 date in Teit's obituary;
In 1895, on one of my trips to British Columbia, it was my 
good fortune to make his acquaintance . . .(1924:102).
Two references to a letter describing Teit to Boas' wife indicate that
Boas' letter was written in 1894:
The crystallization of Teit as an anthropologist began in 
September, 1894. In a letter dated the twenty-first of that 
month, the anthropologist Franz Boas, on a visit to British 
Colujibia, described to his wife his first meeting with Teit 
. , . (Bunyan- 1981:21)
Note also the reference in the text to Wickwire's account.
3. Boas did not always laud Teit's accuracy so highly. In reference 
to the phonetic transcription of Indian languages. Boas cautions that
111
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^is own tendâring is ’’not so good as it might he", and that Teit ' s 
recordings are even less accurate (Boas and Haeberlin 1927 :117). See 
sec. 5.0,
4. It turns out that the Nkaus and Columbia data are one and the same. 
See sec, 2,3.
5. Though the complete collection is dated 1908, Teit was living 
nearer the Okanagan in Spence's Bridge, B.C., and may have recorded the 
Okanagan list prior to his 1908 journey through the territory south of 
the U.S./Canadian border.
6. The term contains the root Vq'"7ay ’black* and the lexical suffix 
-ica? ’outside covering'. T. Mont1er (p.c.) had suggested that the 
term may refer to a place rather than an informant.
7. Brackets refer to modern forms in this section.
8. From the date and appearance of Teit’s lists, I assume he was using
pen and ink to record the Okanagan dialects. The lists are full of 
stray dots and fading letters. Both have caused problems in 
deciphering the transcriptions. The fading caused by a drying pen 
renders several items unreadable, particularly on the Xeroxed copies of 
the film. The stray dots have been a bit more of a problem: these 
single points often appear conveniently situated where a significant 
diacritic might be expected, such as directly above or below a 
consonant or vowel. I have had to dismiss nearly all of these as mere
inkblots since they do not correspond to any distinctions now
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recognized and appear with such a random group of graphemes.
9. These numbers refer to sec. 6.
10. Perhaps seventy—five years ago these borrowings had not yet 
assimilated into the language, retaining their voiced consonants.
11. L. C. Thompson suggests the Thompson form pisul, "rainbow or 
silver trout," is connected with the suffix -eius, "fish”. He makes no 
mention of borrowing from English.
12. tc seems to appear less often in Teit's Lake dialect entries than 
in the other dialects.
13. The modern form may be a loan. See note 336, sec 7.0.
14. M. T. Thompson (1974:222), in discussing early transcriptions in 
Salish, notes "in many cases rounded velars of various sorts are to be 
inferred from the preceding or following vowels, which should probably 
have no other status in the forms in question." The same applies to 
Teit’s forms.
15. Teit often uses the point after a stressed vowel where ? is 
expected, as in examples 242, 371 and 388. I have included these 
examples here, though Teit often uses the point to denote a stressed 
vowel alone, not followed by a glottal stop. The glottal stop looks 
much 1-i.ke tlie pharyngeal resonant in Teit's notes, except that the 
vowel a is not quite so common representing ? as it is representing 
pharyngeals.
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16. In some Coast Salish languages, [tl] may occur in free variation 
with [±], particularly in initial position (T. Mont1er, p.c.).
17. Since these lists were recorded at least twenty years prior to 
Boas' comments on transcription, I have assumed that the double 
underline used is equivalent to the subdot Boas mentions, and that it 
represents the 'medial palatal’ (velar) fricative.
18. Mattina suggests, "it is worth noting that /n/ does not assimilate 
to a following velar” (1973:9). Perhaps Teit noticed and exaggerated 
this nonassimilation by marking m for n in this entry.
19. Teit's difficulty with pharyngeal recognition is not surprising; 
as Mattina (p.c.) points out, "we're still not hearing them well."
20. And others; In discussing early Okanagan material recorded by 
George Gibbs, Watkins notes "it is impossible to distinguish automatic 
vowels from significant vowels . . . The following symbols appear i i
e a ü â â ô u ü .  We have no indication of their phonetic value, beyond 
a rough comparison with English. With such limited data and 
unexplained symbols, we feel it would be unwise to attempt a 
phonological analysis (1970:5-7). In the introduction to "Salish 
Substantival Suffixes," M. T. Thompson comments on the variability of 
the notation of vowels and semivowels in Haeberlin's data, and notes 
that "it has seemed wisest to transcribe as close to the manuscript 
original as possible” (1974:222). Both Watkins' and Thompson's 
conunents may apply to Teit's data also.
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several entries Teit uses a single parenthesis, sometimes 
separating prefix from root. See also 63, 127, 338, 363, 492, 500.
22. Perhaps eight: two entries, 511 "by and by,” and 158 "man's 
dressed skin shirt," I first thought contained â in the SPl/Cv lists. 
The letter is overwritten in both cases, and on closer look, 
particularly at 158, it seems Teit opted for ê rather than â. This 
entry is flanked by two others containing the same suffix, =alqs, 
transcribed with ê . in the examples listed, one other is questionable: 
114, may contain ô rather than â, though the latter seems more likely.
23. In this case, Teit may have "heard" the rounding by analogy with 
the forms for man, woman, old woman, which end with [x*]: see 1, 2, 4,
24. Though this is a rare grapheme, and could be thought as equivalent 
to ê, which stands for [a], the entry shows two definite strokes above 
the e, and so I have neccessarily analyzed the mark as an umlaut.
There are several other entries where it is difficult to distinguish 
the umlaut from a circumflex or macron: 3 30. Ok goose; 15. Ok wife; 61. 
SPl head; 115. Cv leg.
25. Boas and Haeberlin point out in "Sound Shifts", "i and e are 
phonetically very closely related in Salish . . . they must be regarded
as homologous." In other words. Boas and Haeberlin are aware of the 
structural identity of these sounds and claim to use the symbols 
Interchangably in their presentation of data supporting their sound 
shift proposals. Note that in their examples, e is used to represent 
/i/ in the Okanagan dialects of the first sound shift described.
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Example: smêq*t, snow ( smik*t; ), But in discussing the second shift. 
Boas and Haeberlin use e for /a/. Example : tex^t sugar tayk.
26. Teit has "or tin" after this entry, presumably referring to the 
suffix.
27. Other forms which may lend information here are 151, 155, 160, 
164.
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English Index
abdomen 136.
across 600, 620.
adult 13.
after 507, 511.
all 82, 115, 246, 321, 482,
animal 311.
ankle 119.
ant 370.
antelope 269,
antlers 309.
apron 160, 161.
area 435.
arm lOO.
around 154.
arrow 238, 239, 241.
ashes 230.
aspen 392.
autumn 635.
away 631.
awl 177.
axe 186.
bachelor 12.
back 79, 107.
bad 608,
badger 277.
bag 204, 248.
baldhead 323.
balsam 393.
balsamorrhiza 407.
band 153.
bark 202, 218, 251, 382.
basket 202, 203.
bat 338.
bath 224, 228.
bay 349, 461.
bear 274, 275.
bearberry 406.
beard 80.
beaver 276.
bed 223.
before 509.
belly 98, 99.
berries 405.
berry 400, 401.
bird 339, 349, 357.
black 275, 388, 450.
black-tail deer 256.
blackbird 316.
blanket 166.
blood 129.
blue 326, 451.
blueback 342.
bluebird 314.
blue]ay 315.
body 92, 95.
bone 138.
bonnet 152.
boots 548.
bow 236.
bow-string 237.
boy 7, 9.
brain 141.
bread 552.
breast 97.
breech clout 162.
bridge 570.
bridle 513.
broom 520.
brother 23, 24, 33, 34, 39, 40
brown 452.
buck 258.
buckskin 171.
buffalo 167, 168, 270.
bull 271.
bullet 5 34.
bunch 153.
butterfly 378,
buzzard 351.
calf 118, 273, 301.
camas 3 98, 399.
canoe 251, 252, 603, 604.
cape 17 3.
caps 5 35.
caribou 301.
cat 265.
catbird 318.
cattle 268.
cedar 390.
charcoal 23 4.
cheek 78.
117
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chest 96.
Chestnut 45 9. 
chickadee 347. 
chicken 327, 352. 
chief 50.
child 10, 27, 43, 48. 
chin 90.
Chinese 60. 
chipmunk 278. 
chisel 181. 
church 563. 
cinch 514. 
clams 362. 
claw 313. 
clock 522- 
cloud 411. 
club 244. 
coat 542. 
cold 609. 
color 459. 
colt 263.
Columbia 303, 448.
comb 521.
come 597, 630.
common 308.
conical 213, 217.
cooked 399.
copper 538.
corpse 147.
cougar 297.
country 435, 446, 447.
cow 272.
coyote 294.
crane 332,
creek 424.
cross 601.
crow 319.
crown 63.
crupper 519.
cry 589.
cup 189.
dance 593.
daughter 22, 27, 29, 43.
dawn 498.
day 496, 507, 509.
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dead 46, 148. 
deer 169, 254, 255, 256 
divorced 13. 
doe 259. 
dog 292. 
doll 205. 
door 220. 
doorflap 221.
dove 320. 
down 447, 619. 
downstream 603. 
dressed 157, 171. 
dresser 180. 
drink 5 86. 
drum 197. 
drumstick 198. 
duck 321. 
dug 252. 
dusk 503. 
dust 441. 
eagle 322, 323.
ear 73. 
earlobe 74. 
earth 216, 439. 
east 449. 
eat 5 87, 
eddy 427. 
egg 353, 354. 
eight 469. 
elbow 101. 
elder 23, 25. 
eleven 472. 
elk 170, 300. 
enemy 52. 
evening 503, 504. 
ewe 298. 
eye 6 8.
eyebrow 70. 
eyelash 71. 
eyelid 72. 
face 66. 
fall 635, 636. 
far 492. 
father 17, 18 30, 35, 36, 37,
39, 41, 46.
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119fathom 48 3. gold 322, 537.fawn 260. good 607 .
feather 152, 153, 241, 355 . goose 330 .
female 18, 20, 301. grandchild 43, 44
finger 108, iio. grass 410 .
fingernail 114. grasshopper 375.
fingerring 559. grave 149 .
fir 386. great 44.
fire 229. green 454.
fire-drill 185. grey 453 .
firewood 233. grisly 274.
first 110. ground 281, 440.
fish 246, 247, 248, 249 , 358 . grouse 326, 328, 350.
fisher 305, 340. guard 235 .
fist 584. gun 532 .
five 466. hail 420.
flat 435. hair 62, 311.
flea 373. hammer 182, 527.
flesh 137, hand 103, 104, 105, 106.
flour 553. h andke rchief 156.
flower 409. handle 200, 246.
fly 372. hat 150.
flying 280. hawk 335, 336, 337.
fog 417. hay 525 .
fool 329. he 578.
foot 121, 122. head 60, 61, 63, 64, 153,
footprint 140. 239, 244, 323.
for 177. headband 151.
forehead 57. headdress 152.
forest 437. heart 132.
fork 524, 525. heel 123 .
forty 476. hemp 196 .
four 465. hen 329.
fox 295. here 484, 630.
frenchman 58. heron 333 .
friend 51. hide 195 .
frog 363. high 616 .
front 95. hoary 308 .
frost 418. hobbles 517.
gall 131. hoe 526 .
ghost 143. home 596 .
girl 8, 9. hoof 312 .
go 582, 583, 595, 596, 603, hook 2 47 .
604, 631. horse 264.
goat 299. hot 227, 228.
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house 214, 227. limb 380.Hudson Bay bird 349. line 249, 250.hummingbird 334. lion 297.hungry 605. lip 132, 83.hundred 477, 478, 479. liver 135 .hunt 5 94. lizard 365 .husband 16. lodge 213, 216, 217, 218, 219.I 576. long 163, 248, 624.
ice 421. loon 341.
Indian 57, 196. louse 374.
infant lO. low 617.
inside 99, 491, 583. lower 83, 84, 94.
instep 120. lung 134.
interpreter 575. lynx 296 .
iron 240, 540. magpie 343 .
island 438. maid 13 .
it 578. male 17, 19.
jack 303. man L, 3, 5, 54, 158.
i ackrabbit 172. mare 262 .
jaw 84. marks 210 .
juniper 391. marmot 308 .
kettle 528. marten 304.
kick 585. mat 190, 217.
kidney 133. matches 555.
kind 150, 160, 213, 321. meadow 324.
kine 268. meat 137 .
king 339, 340. medicine 54.
knee 117. mink 306 .
knife 187, 523. mirror 560.
knife—handle 188. moccasins 165.
knot 60. month 495 .
lad 5. moon 414,
lake 423. moose 302 .
lamb 298. morning 500.
large 125, 435, 622. mortar 183.
lariat 515. mosquito 376.
lark 324. mother 19, 20, 31, 36, 37, 38,
late 636. 40, 42, 47.
laugh 591. mountain 308, 434.
lead 541. mourning 320.
leaf 381. mouse 284, 285.
left 105, mouth 81.
leg 115, 116, 118. movable 244.
leggings 163, 164. mud 442 .
lightning 430. mule 256, 257.
120
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muskrat 287.
myths 142.
nail 127.
neune 165, 212, 593.
narrow 397.
near 493.
neck 91.
neckerchief 155.
necklace 154.
negro 59.
net 248.
night 337, 497.
nine 470.
no 628.
noon 501.
north 446.
nose 75, 76.
.nostril 77. 
now 510.
one 462, 474, 478, 480
old 3, 4, 13, 161.
open 435.
opposite 602.
orphan 14.
otter 288.
out 252.
outside 490, 582.
over 602.
owl 344.
paddle 253.
paint 208, 209.
palm 106.
pants 545.
paper 565.
pencil 564.
people 56.
person 13.
pestle 184.
picture 561.
pig 267.
pine 387, 388, 389. 
pipe 193. 
pipe-stem 194. 
plain 435. 
plant 406, 407.
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plate 190. 
plow 529. 
pocket 523, 546. 
point 94. 
poncho 174. 
poplar 392, 393. 
porcupine 290. 
powder 5 36. 
prairie 327, 
prong 246, 246. 
ptarmigan 348. 
puberty 9. 
pupil 69. 
quiver 242. 
rabbit 172, 303.
raccoon 289. 
rain 428. 
rainbow 416. 
ram 298. 
ramrod 533. 
rasp 403. 
rat 286. 
rattle 368, 
rattlesnake 367, 
raven 345. 
raw 398. 
reach 602.
red 208, 336, 404, 457
redwinged 317.
relative 45.
rib 128.
ribbon 550.
ridge 76.
right 104.
river 425.
road 566, 567, 568.
roan 458.
robe 168, 172,
robin 325.
rocks 303.
room 222.
root 385.
root-digger 199.
rope 195.
ruffed grouse 350.
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run 303, 598.
sack 554.
saddle 512 .
saliva 87 .
salmon 359.
salt 445 .
same 481.
sand 443 .
scalp 65 .
school-house 562.
scissors 530.
scout 55 .
scraper 179.
second 111.
seed 408 .
service 401.
seven 468 .
sewing 177 .
shadow 144.
shaman 54.
shawl 551.
she 578 .
sheep 266, 298.
shell 354.
shield 243 .
shirt 157, 544.
shoes 547 .
shooting 431.
short 164» 625.
short—tailed 2 85.
shoulder 93, 94.
sick 146 .
side 487, 489, 602.
silver 539 .
sinew 139, 176.
sing 590.
sinker 250.
sister 25, 26, 32,
six 467 .
skin 157, 167, 169,
180, 219, 244.
skunk 291,
sky 412 .
slave 53,
small 113, 126, 172
122
smoke
snake
snipe
231. 
366 . 
346 ,
snow 419.
snowshoe 303.
soap 400.
sole 122.
son 21, 27, 28, 43.
song 211.
soot 232.
sorrel 460.
soul 145.
soup 192.
south 447.
spear 245, 246,
spider 377.
spittle 88.
spoon 191.
spotted 260.
spring 634.
spruce 395.
spur 518.
squirrel 279, 280, 281,
stallion 261.
star 415, 431.
steamboat 572.
step 46, 47, 48.
stilts 206.
stockings 549.
stomach 136.
stone 180, 244, 444.
stoneheaded 244.
straw 402.
strike 5 84.
striped 296.
strong 626.
stump 3 84.
style 161.
sugar 556.
summer 282, 632.
sun 413.
sunrise 499.
sunset 502.
swallow 342.
435, 623.
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123swan 331. tump-line 201.swea-thouse 226. turtle 369.swim 599, 600. twenty 473, 474.swing 207 . two 246, 463, 479.table 531. unmarried 13.tail 310 . up 446, 618.talk 588 . upper 72, 82, 93, 116.tall 621. upstream 604.
tamarack 394. valley 436.
tattoo 210 . vein 130.
telegraph 573. vest 5 43.
telepbone 574. wagon 568, 569.
ten 471. walk .592.
tent 213. war 244, 245.
thank 629. warm 610.
that 488, 489. warrior 49.
there 485 . wasp 371.
they 581. water 228, 422, 601, 602.
thimble 178. wave 426.
third 112 . we 579.
thirsty 606. weasel 282, 283.
thirty 475. west 448.
this 486, 487. what 614.
thou 577 . when 260.
thousand 480. where 612.
thread 175, 176. which 611.
three 246, 464. while 511.
throat 89, 154. whip 516.
thumb 109, whirlwind 43 3.
thunder 429. whisky 558.
tied 60 . white 323, 389, 456.
timber 293, 303, 435. white-fish 361.
toad 364. white-tailed 255.
tobacco 557. Whiteman 58.
today 505. whites 213.
toe 124, 125, 126, 127. who 615.
tomorrow 506, 507. why 613.
tongue 86. widow 11.
tooth 85 . widower 11.
top 60, 64. wife 15, 34.
town 215 . willow 328, 396, 397, 404.
trail 567 . wind 432.
train 571. wing 3 56.
tree 379. winter 283, 633.
trout 360. with 584.
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J.24without 435.
wolf 293.
wolverine 307,
woman 2, 4, 6, 13, 97, 159.
wood 3 83.
woven 203, 204.
wrist 102, 235.
year 494.
yellow 209, 387, 455. 
yes 627.
yesterday 508, 509, 
you 580, 629. 
young 5, 6. 
younger 24, 26.
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